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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric 
I 
English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion t ion 
Length _______ l meteL _________ ________ m foot (or mile) ________ _ ft. (or mi.) Time _________ t second ______ __________ _ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ________ _ F weight of 1 kilogram __ ___ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
-
PoweL _______ P horsepower (metric) ____ __ 
---- ----- -
horsepower _________ __ hp. 
Speed _______ __ V {kilometers per hOUL ___ __ k.p.h. miles per hour ______ __ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p.s. feet per second _______ _ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL YMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec .2 
W Mass = -g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by propel' subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass pel' unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib .-ft.-4-sec. 2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ma or 
0.07651 Ib./cu.1t. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure = ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL = {s 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD = ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient OD, = ~s 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD; = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient aD = DSp 
• q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 0 0 = q~ 
Resultant force 
Q, 
rl, 
Vl p-, 
II-
Angle of setting of wmgs (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p .h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
respondipg number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding • . 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coeiltcient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
,. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY AND SCALE OF WIND-TUNNEL TURBULENCE 
AND THEm RELATION TO THE CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER OF SPHERES 
By HUGH L. DRYDEN, G. B. SCHUBAUER, W. C. MOCK, Jr., and I:i. K. SKHAMSTAD 
SUMMARY 
The investigation oj wind-tunnel turbulence, conducted 
at the National Bureau oj Standards with the cooperation 
and financial assistance oj the National Advisory Com-
mittee jor Aeronautics, has been extended to include a 
new variable, namely, the scale oj the turbulence . This 
new variable has been studied together with the intensity 
of the turbulence, and the effect oj both on the critical 
Reynolds Number of spheres has been investigated. 
By the use oj a modification of the usual hot-wire 
apparatus incorporating two hot wires suitably connected 
and mounted so that the cross-stream distance between 
them may be varied, it has beenjound possible to determine 
the correlation between the speed fluctuations existing at 
the two wires. If Ul and U2 are the velocity fluctuations 
in the direction of the mean speed at the first and second 
wires, respectively, a correlation coefficient R (y), equal 
to -J~~- may be jound as a function of the separation 
U12 ~2 
y. A length characterizing the scale oj the turbulence 
may then be defined by the relation-
., 
L=fR(y)dy 
o 
The intensity oj the turbulence as given by if, where 
U is the average speed oj the stream, and the qU(Lntity L 
~'e?'e deter'mined by measurements in an air stream made 
tU1'bulent to various degrees by screens oj various mesh. 
The value oj L near the screen was found to be about the 
same as the wire size oj the screen, but increased with 
distance downstream from the screen. The quantity L 
may be regarded as a rough measure of the size of the 
eddies shed by the wires of th e screen. The intensity was 
jound to decrease with di tance in accordance with the 
law oj decay derived by G. I. Taylor. 
Hot-wire measurements oj turbulence are in error 
where the quantity L is oj the same order as the length 
of the wire used. In the present work corrections for the 
lack oj correlation over the entire length oj the wires have 
.Ju2 been made in the measured values oj Land U· 
With both Land ~; known jor the stream with the 
several screens, the critical Reynolds Numbers oj spheres 
were investigated. It was found that the cl'it1'cal Reynolds 
Number depended on f' where D is the diameter oj the 
sphere, as well as on -J~2; and that a juncti onal ,.elation 
between the critical Reynolds Number and \~2 (f)" 
suggested by G. I. Taylor, was satisfied to wit kin the 
experimental uncertainty. It is shown that the effect oj 
the size oj the sphere that has been ob8erved by otliel· in-
vestigators is but a particulm' manifestation oj the fore-
going more general relation . 
INTRODUCTION 
The turbulence of the air stream is generally recog-
nized as a variable of considerable importance in many 
aerodynamic phenomena, especially those observed in 
wind tunnels. The drag of an air Lip model may vary 
by a factor of 2, the drag of a phere by a factor of 4, 
and the maximum lift of an airfoil by a factor of 1.3 
in air streams of different turbulence. The determina-
tion of turbulence is now a routine matter in many 
wind tunnels, the most common method being that of 
determining the value of the Reynold Number of a 
sphere for which the drag coefficient is 0.3, the so-
called critical Reynolds Number. 
The critical Reynold J umber of a phere i <1, meas-
ure of the aerodynamic effect of turbl'.lence on a par-
ticular body and not a direct measurement of the tur-
bv.lence. A direct. meil urement of the intensity of the 
turbulence can be made by means of a hot-wire ane-
mometer suitably compensated for the lag of the wire 
(reference 1). The intensity of the turbulence is 
defined as the ratio of the root-mean-square speed 
fluctuation at a point to the mean speed. The experi-
ments described in reference I , (fig. 7), show a good 
correlation between the intensity of the turbulence 
and the critical Reynold Number of spheres. In 
subsequent work at the National Bur au of Standard 
(reference 2) in wbich various honeycombs were used 
in the same wind tunnel and the entrance cone was 
mo clified , the correlation wa,s not nearly so good. 
The existence of a fair correlation was confirmed by 
Millikan and Klein at the California Institute of Tech-
nology (reference 3). These investigators noted that 
1 
l 
r 
, 
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the cri tical Reynolds Number of the sphere depended 
to some extent on the diameter of the sphere, decrea -
ing as the diameter increased. 
Since the critical Reynolds J umber occurs at lower 
speeds for larger diameters, it might be supposed tbat 
the variation of the critical Reynolds J umber with 
diam.eter really indicated a variation of the inten ity 
of the turbulence with speed. The direct measurement 
of the intensity by the hot-wire anemometer show, 
however, that this explanation cannot be correct. 
We are thus led to the idea that the scale of the turbu-
lent pattern must be con idered. In fact, as eady as 
1923, Bacon and Reid, in reference 4, predicted an 
effect of the scale or "grain" of the t urbulence and stated 
that the "effect of scale of turbulence is to control the 
uegree with which true dynamic similarity may be 
maintained throughout a eries of tests with pheres 
of different size." A study of this subject was begun 
at the J ational Bureau of Standards in the fall of 1933. 
In order to inve tigate experimentally the fleet of 
scale of tbe turbulence as well a it intensity, mea ure-
ment of the critica.l Reynolds Number of spheres were 
made in a stream rendered turbulent by screens of 
various mesh. The investigation was conducted in the 
4~-foot wind tunnel, the creens being placed one at a 
time completely across the upstream working section 
of the tunnel. In all, five nearly similar quare-mesh 
screens were used, ranging in size from a 5-inch me h 
made of round rod 1 inch in diameter to a X-inch mesh 
with a ,,,"ire diameter of 0.05 incb. The purpose of the 
several screens was to vary the scale of the turbulence, 
it being supposed that the cale would be proportional 
to the mesh of the creen. It was decided sub equently 
to measure some dimension characteristic of the fluctu-
ation themselves, and the dimension chosen was that 
derived from measurements of the correlation between 
velocity fluctuations at points at varying distances 
apart transverse to the tream. 
Values of the inten ity of the turbulence measured by 
the hot-wire method at difIerent distances downstream 
from the several screen showed that the turbulence 
decayed rapidly at first and then more slowly with 
increasing distance from the creens. Hence in the 
sphere measurement the inten ity of the turbulence 
produced by any oue SCI'een could be varied by va.rying 
the distance between the sphere and the screen. 
As may be seen from the foregoing discus ion, the 
complete program included several problems, which 
are treated in the five separate parts of the report as 
ou tlined below: 
1. The measurement of correlation between velocity 
fluctuations with modified hot-wire equipment, and the 
derivation of a length to define the scale of the turbu-
lence, by G. B. Schubauer, W. C. Mock, Jr., and H. K. 
Skramstad. 
II. Measurements of the intensity and rate or decay 
of turbulence employing the usual type of hot-wire 
equipment, by G. B. chubauer, W. C. Mock, Jr., and 
H. K. Skramstad. 
I II. The determination of the critical Reynolds Num-
ber of spheres under conditions where both the intensity 
and the scale of the turbulence are known, by Hugh L . 
Dryden, G. B. chubauer, and W. C. Mock, Jr. 
IV. The mathematical theory pertaining to the cor-
rection of the measurements, both of scale and intensity, 
for lack of comp'lete correlation of the fluctuations over 
......... , .. 
the entITe lenguh of the wires, by H. K . Skramstad. 
V. Certain ub idiary matter relating to the varia-
tion of the correlation coefficient with the frequency 
characteristics of the measuring apparatus and with 
azimuth, by Hugh L. Dryden, G. B. Schubauer, anel 
W. C. Mock, Jr. 
Throughou t the later tages of the work, the staff 
has been fortunate in being able to di cu s by corre-
pondence various aspects of the problem w"ith G. 1. 
Taylor, of Cambridge, England. The discus ion of the 
experimental 1'0 ult i given in terms of his statistical 
theory of turhulence outlined in reference 5. 
I- THE SCALE OF T RBULE CE AS DERIVED F RO M 
M E AS REME TS OF CORRELATIO BET WEEN VE -
LOCITY FLUCTU ATIO S 
When air flows past guide vanes or traigbieners, 
uch ' as those commonly used in wind tunnels either 
separately or in the form of a honeycomb, a considerable 
amount of eddy motion is set up and is carried along 
with the stream making the flow turbulent. Guide 
vanes are neces ary to prevent large and erratic speed 
fluctuations, which would e).i.st in the absence of the 
vanes, as well as to guide the air around turns. It may 
be assumed as a rough approximation that the eddy 
ize and hence the scale of the turbulence is con t rolled 
by some dimension characteristic of tbe size or the 
arrangement of the guide vanes. For the case where 
the guide vanes are arranged in the form of a honey-
comb, G. 1. Taylor (reference 5) has a sumed that the 
scale of the turbulence is proportional to the ize of the 
cells of the honeycomb. 
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the 4-H-foot tunnel used in 
the present work, in which a honeycomb (8) of 4-incb 
cells was located at tbe extreme entrance nd and was 
followed by a contraction in diameter from 10 feet at 
the honeycomb to 4-~ feet at the working lilection. Owing 
to the rathet- rapid decay of eddy motion, the turbulence 
always decrea e in intensity with distance from it 
source. In the working ection of the present tunnel 
the intensity of the turbulence was 0.85 percent. l Tbe 
law of eddy decay and the factors governing tbe scale 
of the turbulence will be taken up in detail in later 
sections. 
In order to vary the two quantitie , intensity and 
scale, the five screens listed in table I were placed indi-
I This is t he value corrected for the effect of the length of the wire used in the meas' 
urement. The uncorrected value as observed with a wire SA miiiimeters long was 
0.7 percent. 
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vidually across the upstream working section of the 
tunnel at the position indicated in figure 1. Figure 2 
shows photographs of a small port.ion of each of the 
screens, illustrating their relative size and type of 
construction. It is quite evident that the str eam will be 
rendered turbulent by the eddies shed from a given 
screen and that the initial size of the eddie, and hence 
the scale of the turbulence near it point of origin, will 
be determined by some dimen ion of the cre n. An 
effort ,,~as made to obtain creens of uniform , esh and 
wire size and to have the five screen n arly imilal' 
to one another as possihle. It will be seen by the Yarin-
(,ion in dimensions shown in tn hle I nncl by the difference 
in type of construction shown in fig1ll"e 2 that nei( hrl' 
condition was exactly fulfilled. ince the deviat ion 
from the nominal size found by comparing column 1 
and 2 in table I are not out id e the average deYlation 
length in connection with the sphere measurements in 
part Ill. 
HOT-WIRE EQIDPMENT USED I TURBULE CE MEASUREME TS 
A brief de cription of the e sentiaI features of the hot 
wire and its application to studie of turbulence will 
suffice here, since full account dealing with such equip-
ment may be found in the litera.ture, notably in refer-
ence 1, 6, and 7. ]hmclamentally the apparatus con-
i t of a particular type of hot-wire n,nemometer with 
an electrically heatrd wire of uch small diameter thn,t 
tlle peed fluctuation of the tream in which the wirc 
is placed will cause change in the wire temperature, 
The fluctun.ting voltage drop i),croSS the wire, accom-
panying temperature and resistance changes, would 
sen 'e as an indication 01 the peed fluctuations werc 
i not for the failure of the wire to follo\\~ the fa ter 
* -----20 ' 4 ~ 'c..' --------0+<----16' l/z "----#<---12' 6'-' --
I,' IGU RE i.- Diagram of the wind tunnel showing position of screens and length of working section, A and D: paper tubes I in, diameter, 4 in, long, % 2 in, wall , B: 
wooden cells-4 in, square, 12 in, long, M. in, wall, C: metal tubes- 3 inch diameter, 12 in, long, 0.025 in, wall. 
of the individual me he from the mean, the nominal 
mesh size was used as the length characteristic of the 
screen. 
It will appear later that the scale of the tmbulence 
near a screen correspond more nearly to the wire size 
than to the mesh size, This fact should not be con-
strued to indicate that the wire ize determines the scale 
since the correspondence depends on the way in which 
the scale is defined. Since the screens may be regarded 
as geometrically similar, it is immaterial whether the 
ize of the screen is specified by the wire size or the 
mesh size. 
Immediately downstream from the screens the wakes 
of the incli-ridual wires or rods caused the ail' peed and 
the turbulence to vary with position acro tream. 
However at distances greater than 15 m sh length the 
regular pattern of the creen was foun 1 to have di ap-
peared, leaving the average peed approximately uni-
form and the tll rbulence noarly uniformly ciistrihu ted . 
The uniformity of tho ' troll.lllwilJ he discussed at groater 
fluctuation becan e of tho lag introduced by its therma.l 
capacity. It is however, pos ible to compensate for 
this characteristic of the wire by means of an electric 
network containing an inductance and resistance having 
the oppo ite effect. The voltage output of the wire is 
u ually amplified before compensation is introduced, 
and then the compensated voltage is given a.dditional 
amplification to enable it to be measured. The indi-
cator used in the present work wa a thermal type milli-
ammeter connected to the output of the amplifier. This 
in trument indicated the mean quare of the alternating 
current ou tput of the amplifier and, with the amplifier 
calibrated against a known input voltage, the meter 
rea cling could be u ed to calculate the mean square of 
the compensated voltage fluctuation. In addition, the 
direct voltage drop aCl'OS the wire was measured by a 
potentiometer. All the information nece sary for cal-
culating the root-mean-square of the speed fluctuation 
WflS thus made availabk Details of such calclIlntion ' 
nre gi\~en in ref ronco 1. The factors on whicll com 
1 
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pensation depend and t.ite fOl'l1lula for COntpu ting thr 
compensf:tioll are gi\'en in reference 6. 
The amplifier used in the present \\'ork \\'as not the 
one described in reference 7, a new amplifier of n similar 
type baving sin ce been built to make po sible the u e of 
em alternating current power supply. The frequency 
l i nch mesh a 4 
If the turbulence i isotropic , as it will later be shown 
to be a t a ufficient distance from the source of the 
di turbance, the fluctuations ha\'e equal velocity com-
ponent in all directions, It is usual, ho\yever, to 
interpret th measured velocity fluctuations as being 
made up wholly of the component 11 in the direction of 
I ~ in c h ITlesh 
1 inch mesh 
r.:: ~ 
~'= 
.". ...... 
~ 
~: 
.' 
.. ::; 
~. ~; 
,;1 :~ 
I'l :.'::';, -~ r '- .:' ;::;:l 1--:;: • 
l I r J t.J 
31-4 inch mesh 5 in c h mesh 
FIGUI!E 2. ' The screens used to prodnce lUrbulence showing relaLive size snrl Lype or construction. 
characteri tic of both the old and the new amplifiers, 
when combined with the compensating circuit were such 
a to give satisfactory compen ation to all frequencies 
from a fe\\' cycles per second to about 1,000 cycles per 
second. The piatill11J11 wire u cel in the present work 
wa.s 0.OL6 millimeter in clialll('.ter ; t ile length was usually 
5 millimeter , ulthough some older results are given for 
which the wire length was .4 millimeters. 
the mean speed and to neglect ntirely the norma l 
component v. The justification for doing 0 lie in the 
{act that the v component when superposed on the m an 
speeci has a \'ery much smaller effect on the cooling of 
the wil'r than a u compon n t of the ame ma a nituc1E', 
'rhl' intrnsity or the tUl'hulrn('e is thcrrfore expre ed in 
. U2 -
trrms of U ' where u2 is the root-mean- quare of the 
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U component of the fluctuations and U is the average 
speed. The term "percentage turbulence" is commonly 
~v} 
used to deno te 100 U · 
APPLICATION OF HOT-WIRE EQUIPMENT TO CORRELATION 
MEASUREMENTS 
The determination of the scale of the turbulence in-
volved a procedure closely related to that just described 
since the length characterizing the scale could best be 
derived from the distance transverse to the stream over 
which correlation existed between velocity fluctuations. 
It was therefore desired to obtain the correlation be-
tween the velocity fluctuations at two points separated 
by known distanc s across the stream and to express 
this correlation in terms of the conventional correlation 
coefficient 
R- U1U2 
- ~UI2~U22 
where Ul and U2 are the velocity fluctuations at the 
points 1 and 2, respectively. The bars signifiy average 
values. In general, R will be a function R(y) of the 
separation of the two points, where y is the distance 
between the points transverse to the tream. It was 
decided to adopt as a measure of the scale of the turbu-
lence a length L defined as 
L = 100 R(y)dy 
A length so defined is in accordance with the convention 
adopted by G. 1. Taylor in reference 5. 
The experimental problem therefore resolved itself 
into the determination of the correlation between 
velocity fluctuations by means of two hot wires. By 
way of illustrating the method, let us assume two identi-
cal wires heated to the same average temperature and 
placed parallel to one another at a o-iven distance apart. 
If el and e2 are the instantaneous yalue of the fluctuat-
ing volt~tge over the two wires sepamtely, the drop 
across the two, when they arc connected so that their 
yoltages oppose one another, is (e l- - e2) . Wh n the 
resultant voltage is fed into an amplifier, the indications 
given by a thermal type milliammeter in the output of 
the amplifier will be proportional to (el- e2 )2, where the 
bar signifies that the meter indicates the average. If 
compensation is introduced to correct for the attenua-
tion of the higher frequency fluctuations by the wire, 
then el and e2 become proportional to Ul and U2, the 
velocity fluctuations at the two wire ,z and the re ultant 
meter reading ·will be proportional to (Ul-U2) 2. 
By the same reasoning it may be seen that a meter 
reading proportional to (Ul+~)2 is obtained if the 
wires are connected 0 that their voltages add. Figure 
~ is a diagram of the electric circuit which shows, in 
, The voltage fluctuations are proportional to the \-elocity fluctuations only when 
the latter are small. This condition was closely fulfill ed for the conditions of the 
present experiments. 
6V 
J.(l ~ 
To 
omp//fier 
B 
To 
p ofent/ometer 
Hot 
w/res 
<...- ::.-.----/ 
To 
potentiometer 
FIGURE 3.-Diagram of the circuit used in the measurement of correlation between 
velocity fluctllations. 
addition to the heating circuits, two sets of potential 
leads running from the wires to the switch AB by means 
of which the potentials from the wires may be either 
added or opposed. If lJ1a is the meter reading obtained 
when the voltages fire added and lt1b is the reading 
when opposed, then 
Ma=f{~+U:Y=]((711 2+u/+2uIU2) (1) 
Mb=f{(ul -u2)2=I(u12+~2-2ul~) (2) 
where f{ is simply the constant of proportionality . 
Forming Ma-lJ1b andlt1a+Mb and dividing 
Ma-M/J 2U;U; 
Ma + lJ1b U/+U22 
(3) 
If the turbulence is uniformly distribu ted across the 
stream so that the average square of the fluctuations is 
the same at wires 1 and 2, then UI2=~2=U2, and equa-
tion (3) becomes 
(4) 
1 
l 
l 
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Under Ueil co ndi tion it i evident that 
Ul~ UI~ 
u2 = -JU/-J~2 
which is the con ventional correlation coefficient. ince, 
however, it is only po sible to measure the average of 
the fluctuations along wire, the length of which in 
the present ca e were 5 millimeters, u, and U2 cannot 
be interpreted a fluctuations at points. Hence th e 
ob erve 1 correlation coefficient will be denoted by R' 
a di tinguished from R, the coefficien t of correlation 
b tween the flu ctuations a t two points . 
A little con ideration will how that the correIa tion 
must depend on the separation of the two wires . For 
example, if the wires are brought close together so 
t hat a disturbance striking the one mu t strike the otb l' 
al 0, Ur become equal to Uz and R' equal to uni ty. On 
the otber hand, wben the wire are '\ery far ap art , th e 
ins tantaneous u, will bear no relation to the instanta -
neous uz, and UIUZ and hence R' will equal zero. Valu es 
of R' between these two limits may be ob tained by 
taking reading for yariou separation of the two 
WIres. 
An alternative procedure found more convenient 
than the foregoing one, but Ie exact if the turbulen e 
is not uniform or condition are not teady, i to ta,ke 
only meter reading J..lb corre poneling to varioLls 
separations of the wire. D enoting by !ll{b'" the meter 
reading obtained when the wire arc 0 far apart tha l 
no correlation o;.; ists, \\' e ha \Te by equation (2) 
Forming the quolient 
1~+U?-2~ 
UI2+~2 
and , as beforo, wh en U/=U2Z=ii! 
ObvioLl ly l Il a could have been u ed alone in a imilar 
manner but, ince Ma does not approach zero for a 
correlation of unity a does lYfb' tlus method was less 
sen itive and wa never u ed . 
In the wiring diagram of fi gure 3 the po entiometer 
and amplifier circuit are omitted since the e are 
standard piece of equipment. It will be observed 
that two separate heating circuits are u ed, the separa-
tion of the two circuits being convenient to allow the 
potential drop anos the wires to be ei ther added 0 1' 
oppo ed . After the cunent in one of the circuit wa 
sct cCJual to the de ired va.lue of 0.2 <l.mpere, flS de-
termined by the potentiometer and stflndal'd I' . i tfl.J1('(' 
1'1, tho CUlTent in the otber heating circuii wus sc t to 
the same YHlue by ml1kino- the drop a·cross the 1 ohm 
tandarcl )'e i tanee in thi circuit cq unl to that ael'OS 
the 1 ohm standard re i tn,nce in the other circuit. 
The potentiometer wa also used to mea ure the 
voltage drop across each wire. From the voltage drop , 
the current, and the temperature coefficient of re i t-
ance, the tempera,ture of the \\'ire could b computed , a 
quantity required to compute the compensation 
resistance. 
FIG UIlE 4.-'[' he lra\'crsing apparatus used to vary the distance between hot wires 
in the mea nrcment of correlation between velocity lluctnations. 
By mean of the traversing apparatus hown in 
figure 4, the eli tance between the wires could b varie I 
and R' mea ured a a function of the distance. Tho 
side view of the apparatu clearly hows the two se ts of 
prongs each 1 foot in lenO'th from the support to th e 
needle tip to ,,'bich the wire were attached. The 
ou tel' et A i Hxed rigidly to the vertica.l upporting 
membcr wbile the i lIDel' 'et B, to pemut rotation, is 
fi xed to a vertica.l shaft running clo'wn througlt the 
supporting melllber io the out ide of the ill.l1llel. The 
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movable prongs are slightly shorter than the fixed 
prongs to allow the movable wire to swing past the 
fixed wire and thereby permit settings on either side. 
This clearance was usually no more than a few tenths of 
a millimeter. Distances were indicated on a linear 
scale below the tunnel by means of a pointer attached 
to the vertical shaft carrying the movable prongs. 
The height of the apparatus was such as to place the 
",rjres in the center of the tunnel when in use. The 
mres were of platinum 0.016 millimeter in diameter 
and about 5 millimeters long, care being taken to make 
the lengths of the two as nearly equal as possible. 
Soft solder was found to be very convenient and quite 
satisfactory for attaching the wires to the prongs. 
The displacement of the movable we by the swing-
ing motion just described has the disadvantage that the 
wire moves in an arc of a circle rather than in a straight 
line and so suffers a downstream di placement as well 
as a lateral one. This defect increases in importance 
with the magnitude of the pacing; but, since neglecting 
the downstream displacement could not introduce an 
error greater than 2 percent in the measured scale of 
the turbulence for the greatest spacings encountered, 
no attempt was made to take it into account. 
VARIATION OF CORRELATION WITH DISTANCE 
With the apparatus placed at various distances back 
of the screens listed in table I, traverses were made by 
taking meter readings for various ettings of the 
movable wire relative to and on either side of the fixed 
wire. The re ults obtained are illustrated in figure 5 
by the plotted points and the solid curves. The posi-
tive and negative branches are the result of taking 
observations with the movable wire set first to one side 
and then to the other side of the ii.'.:ed wire. Among 
the features to be noted are : first, the order of magni-
tude of the distance over which correlation exists and, 
second, the increa e in this eli tance mth increasing 
screen size. 
The absence of points at the top of the curves indicates 
that it was never possible to observe the perfect corre-
lation that must exist in the imaginary case of two 
coalescing wires. One reason for this difficulty is 
apparent when it is realized that the wires cannot be 
brought together without mutual interference. When 
the movable wire began to enter the wake of the fixeel 
wire, a sharp reduction of correlation was observed. 
These data are not shown in the figure. Another cause 
of incomplete correlation near zero is the initial displace-
ment necessary to allow the wires to pass one another. 
The effect of this displacement will be taken up in 
greater detail in part V. Another possible cause is a 
poor matching of the wes; but, as shown by the follow-
ing example, this feature is not so inlportant as might 
be supposed. If we reconsider equations (1), (2), and 
112108-37-2 
(4) with the respon e produced by Ul cliffering from 
that produced by U2 by a factor k, we obtain: 
Ma = K(Ulk+ 'U2 )2= K(Jc2uI2+U22+2kuIU2) 
Mb=K(Ulk-U2) 2=K(k2U12+ U22_ 2kulU2) 
Ma- Mb 2k UIU2 
M a+Mb=k2+ 1 u 2 
where UI 2=U22=U2. If we suppose k to equal O. , then 
2k l.6 k2+ 1 = 1.64=0.976. In other words, if the two wires 
differed in length by 20 percent, the final result would be 
reduced by only 2.4 percent. 
As was pointed out earlier, RI is not the correlation 
between the velocity fluctuations at two points in the 
stream, but is rather the correlation between the fluctua-
tions over two wires- in this case, over wires 5 milli-
meters in length. Figure 5 shows that the correlation 
drop considerably in a distance of 5 millimeters; hence 
speed fluctuations at points, ay at the center of each 
we, must be different from those that are found for the 
average over the whole mre. Qualitatively at least it 
may be seen that the difference between the observed 
correlation and that existing between points will depend 
on the length of the wires and the rapidity mth which 
correlation falls off mth distance. In part IV, methods 
are developed for correcting all hot-wire results, whether 
of correlation or percentage turbulence, for this lack of 
complete correlation over the entire length of the we 
or wires used. The R curves shown by the broken line 
in figure 5 were obtained by applying this correction to 
the RI curves. The R curves therefore represent the 
variation of correlation with distance between points 
and are consequently independent of wire length. 
To compute R curves from the many ob erved RI 
curves, would have proved quite laborious; hence the 
procedme adopted was to obtain by graphical integra-
tion of the RI curves the observed scale of the turbulence 
LI, defined as 
L' = i eo RI (y)dy 
and then to correct the e by dividing by the factor K 2, 
given in part IV, and so obtain the true scale of the 
turbulence L, defined as 
L = {eo R(y)dy 
../0 
CHARACTERISTIC LE GTH OR SCALE OF TURBULENCE 
In table II are given the values of LI and L eJ..'Pressed 
as fractions of the mesh size M of the screen that 
L I 
produced the tUl'bulence. A comparison between lYj 
and J.~ will show the magnitude of the we-length cor-
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rcction. In order LO put the 1'0, ult for the several 
screens on a comparable basis, distances downstrea~ll 
from the creen, as well as L' and L, have been ex-
pressed in terms of the mesh of the screens; that i , in 
terms oLit, where x is distance downstream measured 
from tbe screen. It will be apparent that the scale of 
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F IGURE 6.-0bserved scale of turbulence at seyeral distances from the screens. 
COO 
L ' = Jo R' (g) dy , j\I=mesh of screen. 
the turbulence produced by a given screen is not a 
constant quantity but increases with di tance from the 
screen. With the exception of the dependence of the 
cale on the size of the screen and di tance from the 
screen, L appeared to be unaffected by varying condi-
tion of the stream. For example, no efrect of 311' 
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FIGURE ' .-Scale of turbulence corrected for wire length "tseveral distances frolll 
the screens. L = foR (y) dg, .i\I= mesh of SCreen. 
speed great enough to appear above the experimental 
variation could be found even though te ts were made 
repeatedly to find an effect; nor did any variation 
with air temperature appear, even for uch variation 
as from 12° C. to 30° C. Nearly all of the measure-
ments given in the table were made at an air peed of 
40 feet per second. 
The important facts about L' and L are more clearly 
h . fi 6 d ~ 1 L' 1 L . 1 s own III gure an {W lere M' ane M' respectIve y 
are plotted against f.t. It may be noted fir t that the 
increase with distance is quite marked, and second 
L' 
tbat tbe values of 1\I1s11ow much more of a systematic 
L 
change from screen to screen than do values of M' In 
fact, values of J.f. seem to be grouping close to a single 
curve. Systematic differences still exist, bowever, 
between the re ult for the several screen in figure 7 
and show that the turbulent patterns are not exactly 
imilar. This condition may be due to lack of similari ty 
in the creens or to the residual turbulence produced 
by the honeycomb in the entrance of the tunnel. Table 
I and figure 2 show that the screens are similar in re-
gard to major dimensions but different in details of 
construction. In view of these causes of departure 
from a single relation, separate curves were put through 
each set of point. 
In figure 6, straight lines were arbitrarily drawn 
tluough the points without much consideration as t 
the appropriate type of curve. The curve of figure 7 
were, however, drawn only after considerable study, 
since it was necessary to know the type of curve 
r epresenting the relation or relation between it and f.t 
for future applications. Using the method of lea t 
squares, relation of the form 
and 
L +b x JVf= a M 
were fitted t.o the data for each screen separately and to 
the data for all screen taken together. When the 
second-degree equation was tried, the coefficient c[ 
came out po itive for some screens and negative for 
others, a condition \\Thich led to the conclusion that 
the data could be repre ented more consistently by 
the simpler linear relation. Lea t- quare traight 
line have therefore been drawn through the points of 
figure 7. The equations of the separate lines, a well 
as of a single line fitted to all the data are listed in table 
III. 
Both figures 6 and 7 how a scatter among the points 
which indicate either a change in the turbulent pat-
tern from time to time or considerable experimental 
uncertainty. In the worst ca es the max"imum spread 
L 
among repeated determination of 1\11 for the same 
screen and the same position reached 30 percent, and 
in such cases the average deviation from the mean was 
as great as 10 percent. It will be seen from the Cllrvf'S 
- - - -----, 
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that the scatter was less than this for many of the 
determinations. Extensive study was given to possi-
ble causes of these variations, after which it was con-
cluded that the main cause lay in the lllcertainty in-
volved in determining the poin t where the correlation 
reached zero; that is, where the curves of figure 5 
touch the y axis. Thi uncert~linty could be traced to 
the yariations in the meter readings caused by the 
longer period fluctuations. The e variations tended to 
make the meter difficult to read, especially when the 
wires were far apart, and to ma k the initial change 
in the average meter reading accompanying the onset 
of correlation as the wires were brought together. 
The linear law of increase in L should not be regarded 
as a universal one applying to turbulence regardless of 
ource. N either should it be regarded as strictly true 
for the turbulence produced by screens, since there can 
be little doubt that some residual turbul ence from the 
honeycomb was pre ent in all cases . The important 
fact here is that under a particular set of conditions the 
scale of the turbulence for an air stream i given by 
figure 7 ; and keeping these conditions the same, the 
fio-ure may be used to indicate the scale in connection 
\,rith the investigation of other properti es and effects of 
turbulence, such a those given in subsequent parts of 
the report. 
TAYLOR'S THEORY OF CORRELATION 
In reference ,G. 1. T aylor gives the relation 
(5) 
which was dedu ced from quite general considerations. 
The a sumptions involved are, first, the physical one 
that u2 doe not vary ",-ith y and, second, a mathema-
tical one that it is possible to differentiate an averaged 
quantity. Both a umptions appear to be legitimate . 
From this relation it follows that R must be an even 
function of y. In reference 5, T aylor has extended hi 
deductions as follows : 
In the neighborhood of y=O, it is evident that a 
good approximation of the equation (5) is afforded by 
where the 
neglected. 
the region 
R= 1-2~~2(~:Y (6) 
terms of y4 and higher powers have been 
Equation (6) should then closely represent 
of the curve of R plotted against y ncar 
y=O. Solving equation (6) for (g~y, we get 
(au)2 - (1-R) ay =2u2 Ltv--)o -:;;- (7) 
It is interesting to examine the curyes of figure 5 
in the light of the foregoing theory. The restriction 
imposed by equation (5) that R be an even function of 
y requires that the curves leave the axi y=O with zero 
slope. This condition was never found in the observed 
R' curves, possibly because it was impo sible to examine 
the top of the curves in detail due to their extreme 
narrowness. A slight rounding is apparent at the apex 
in all of the R' curves, but this has disappeared with 
the application of the wire-length correction and is not 
at all in evidence in the R curves. As seen from figure 
21 in part IV, where the diflerence between the R' and 
R curves is small, the R curve may be closely repre-
sented by 
v R=e-r, (8) 
1 for which the initial slope is - L" In Vlew of the 
uncertainties near R=I, however, it is quite possible 
that a sbarp change in the slope begins near the origin 
of y to allow the initial slope of zero as required by 
equation (5) instead of -i given by equation (8). 
v 
If R in equation (7) is replaced by e- L, it may be seen 
by expansion of the exponential and passing to the 
limit y=O that. (g~y becomes infinite. This condition 
i obviously impossible since, as will be seen by equa-
tion (13), the rate of clissipa tion of energy in the 
turbulent motions must then be infinite. It must be 
concluded therefore tbat equation (8) , altbough a good 
approximation on the average, is not correct near R= 1. 
II-MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY AND RATE OF 
DECAY OF TURBULENCE 
MEASUREMENTS OF T H E I TE SITY BY THE HOT-WIRE METH OD 
Using the hot-wire method described in part I, 
measurements were made of the intensity of the turbu-
lence at various po itions back of the screens listed in 
table 1. The single hot wire used in this work was 
electrically welded to steel needles which formed the 
tips of a set of fixed supporting prongs.3 These prongs 
mounted on a holder, wbich held the wire near the 
center of the tunnel and about 18 inches ahead of the 
supports, took the place of the apparatus shown in 
figure 4. The rest of the apparatus-omitting, of 
course, that part required by a second wire- was the 
arne as that used in the u01Telation measurements. 
The wire was of platinum 0.016 millimeter in diameter 
and was about 5 millimeters long for the more recent 
set of measurements. 
In earlier work, before the importance of the wire-
length correction was recognized, a wire of about 1 
3 Electrically welding the wire to the prongs is generally found to be superior to 
soft soldering in the measurement of percentage turbulence because of the necessity 
of maintaining the calibration of the wire over long periods of time. This require-
ment was not so stringent In the correlation work since there the properties of the 
wire and its junctions needed to remain constant ouly during the time of a traverse. 
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centimeter length was usually used to gain greater sen-
sitivity than was afforded by a shorter wire. The most 
recent of such measurements taken with a wire length 
of .4 millimeters, which at the same time apply to the 
turbulence produced by the screens listed in table I, 
are given in references 9 and 10. For purposes of com-
parison, these results are given here in table IV and in 
figures 8 and g, along with the more recent results ob-
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FIGURE S.-Intensity of turbulence obtained with wires of diJTerent length at several 
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tained with a wire of length 4.7 millimeters. Both sets 
of results are plotted with x/M as abscissa in figure , 
without being corrected for the efl'ect of wire length, and 
in figure 9 with the wire-length correction applied. The 
uncorrected values are denot.ed by the subscript w. 
It may be noted in figure that the results obtained 
with the 8.4-millimeter wire show a systematic increase 
for increasing mesh size for all screens except the 3X-
and 5-inch mesh. The results for the 4.7-millimeter 
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wire show much less of this tendency and no attempt 
has been made to draw separate curves through t.he 
points. They fall distinctly above the value for the 1-, 
}h and X-inch screens obtained with the longer wire 
but are in fair agreement with the long wire results for 
the 3X- and 5-inch mesh screens. 
Before the results with the shorter wire were available, 
the occurrence of the separate curves for the several 
screens was believed to be due in part at least to an 
effect of wire length in relation t.o the scale of the tur-
bulence; bu t there still remained the possibility of a lack 
of similarity in the turbulent flow pattern, caused per-
haps by some departure from geometrical similarity in 
the screens themselves. When the results for the shorter 
wires were obtained, it became certain that the effect 
of wire length was largely responsible for the systematic 
differences. By that time the reason for such an effect 
was understood and the method of correction given in 
part IV was available. Figure 9 shows the result of 
applying the corrections. The systematic differences 
have been greatly reduced and the values for the long 
and short wires have been brought into agreement. 
The magnitude of the correction applied to the indi-
vidual values may be judged from table IV, where both 
the corree-ted and uncorrected values are given. 
The hot-wire measurements at any given point were 
always made at a number of wind speeds ranging usually 
from 20 to 70 feet per second. Throughout this range 
~~ was found to be independent of the speed. 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE INTENSITY BY THE THERMAL DIFFUSION 
METHOD 
Figure 9 also shows good agreement between the cor-
rected values of the turbulence obtained by the hot-
wire method and those obtained by the method of 
thermal diffusion. The latter is an independent method 
of measuring the intensity of the turbulence, the tech-
nique of which is described in reference g. The measure-
ments from which the values given in figure 9 were 
calculated are also given in this reference for the screens 
listed in table 1. The points for the several screens are 
not given separate designation since no systematic 
differences from screen to screen appeared. 
Briefly the method of thermal diffusion consists of 
determining the width of the heated wake at a fixed 
distance back of a rather long but fine heated wire in 
the air stream by traversing the wake with a small ther-
mocouple. In the measurements of reference 9 the 
width of the wake at half the temperature rise at the 
center of the wake, obtained from the curve of tempera-
ture distribution across the wake, was used as a measure 
of the width. The apparatus was so arranged that the 
angle subtended at the heating wire for different posi-
tions of the thermocouple was obtained; hence the 
results are given in terms of the angle su btended by the 
width of the wake at half maximum temperature. 
After the angle had been corrected for the spreading 
of the wake caused by the thermal conductivity of the 
air, it was found that the remaining angle, denoted by 
IXWTb, was directly proportional to the turbulence in 
the stream and independent of the scale. For the 
conditions obtaining in the experiment it is possible to 
apply the theory of diffusion by continuous movements 
given by Taylor in reference 8 to calculate the intensity 
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of the turbulence from iXlllrb directly.4 The equation 
leading to the calculation are gjven in r eference 5 in a 
form directlv applicable to the results of reference 9. 
These originall'eference should be consul ted for details; 
it suffi ces to sta te here tha t the relation conn ecting iXWT b 
and the intensity of the turbulence is 
..J v2 
iXtllTb (clegrees)= 134 .9U 
II-he]"e ..JT!z i the root-mean-square of t he cross- t ream 
com')onent of the flu ctuation yelocit~- and [ 7 j, tJw 
aye rage speed of t he sLren m. 
It will be ohserved tbat ..Jut is obtained by the hot-U . 
wire method, \\-hereas ..J.;./ i obtained from thermal 
I 2 "I t·2 din'llsion. The fact that "'(; agrees well with U in 
figure 9 indicates th at the turbulence must be clo ely 
l' otropic; that is, that the cross-stream flu ctuations 
nre on the n'-erage the nme as those along the stream. 
The agreement of the value ob tained by the e two 
independent metho 1s also furni hes gooel evidence th at 
the method of correcting the hot-wire result for wire 
length is reliable. 
No effect of wind peed on the yalue of iXtllTb could be 
founel throughou t th e range of peeels im-estigated, 
which ranged from 8 to 55 feet per second . The ther-
mal elifYusion method then oirers additional eYielence 
that the inten ity of the turbulence does not yary with 
wind speed. 
THEORY OF DECAY OF TURBU L E ' CE 
The usual concept of turbulence is that small fluid 
masses moving with velocities relative to one another 
gi" e rise to the obsened velocity fluctuation who e 
root-mean-square value is useel as a measure of the 
intensity of the turbulence. The average eli tance over 
which the fluctuations may be regarded a completely 
correIa ted will serve a a mea ure of the average linea.r 
dimension of the fluid ma ses. The avera.ge yelocity of 
the masses with respect to the mean yelocity may then 
be identified 5 with "IV! , the intensity as given by the 
hot-wire anemometer ; and the ayerage linear dimension 
may be identified with L , the scale a obtained from 
the area under the correlation curves. 
• Thi~ calculation is rigorous onl)' when the !luctuation "elocit)' of a pa rticle at the 
helti'l~ wire an~ that of the same partido after the inten'al of time required for tbe 
particle to reach the thermocouple are perfectly correlated . Tbe dist1nce of 2 inches 
hetween the hesting: wire and the t.hermocouple, which existed when aturb was meas-
ured. was small enough and the time inten'al consequently sbert enough to prevent 
an), detectable departure from perfect correlation fer all the 'creens. [n fact , no de-
parture from perfect correlation could be detected e,'en at Ii inches. unfortunatelv 
raference g was not disco"ered before the publication of reference 9, and as a result tb'i~ 
important calculation was not included. 
, Actually,"/"0 is the rool-mean-square of tbe x component of the "elocity flu c-tua-
tions. In the equations to follow. tho total velocity of the fluid masses shoul d be use(!. 
but since U2=;:'=w', the total velocity will differ from the x component only by a 
numerical factor. This factor will he absorbed along with other factors of propo'-
tionality in the constants C" C" Ca, etc. 
In order to obtain the law of decay of turbulent 
motions, it is nece.s ary to know the equation of motion 
of the fluid mas e . In the choice of this equation we 
arc gu.ided by the fact that the solution must yield 
results in accordance with experiment, which are that 
2 
the rate of decay is a function of l.a. and that ~ i 
independent of the average speed U. 
Let us as ume that the force resi ting the motion of 
the fluid ma i proportional to the product of density 
by cross-sectional area by the square of its speed relative 
to the mean flow. If m is the mass of fluid moying with 
\-elocity ..J;;;, 0 , i the 1'e istance coefficient, and t is the 
time, the equation of motion is 
mel~;2+01PLZU2=0 (9) 
, etting m propor tional to pD 
Lcl..JZU2+0?U2=0 
c t -
In tegra ting 
1 1 (l elt (..Ju2 ) 0 - .J;';= - O2 Jo L 
where (..Ju2)o is the value of ..Ju2 at t=O. T aking the 
origin of the turbulence at the screen and x a the dis-
tance downstream from the screen, we may set t=b 
where U is the ayerage peed of the stream. When this 
sub titution is made the law of decay becomes 
(10) 
Till equation satisfies the requirement that ..Jfj is 
independent of U if (..Jg)o l S independent of U. We 
may infer that tllls last condition i true from the 
observation that the resistance of any given creen 
I-arie approxima tely a the square of the wind peed 
and hence that the flow in the immediate vicinity of the 
creen remain imilar at different speeds. 
It may be hown that no other resistance law in \vhich 
the resistance i expres e 1 a a function of the velocity 
will lead to a law of decay giving ..Jjj independent of U. 
Taylor derives the law of decay expressed by equa-
tion (1 0) in a omewhat different way. He assumes 
(reference 5) from the phenomena of turbulent flow in 
pipes that the average rate of dissipation of energy per 
unit volume is given by the expression 
W
_ 03P( ~)3 
- L (11) 
The dissipatiye stresses within the medium, which 
act in opposition to the motion of elementary turbulent 
currents in the manner expressed by equa tion (9), 
arise from the action of viscosity in region where 
, 
, 
/ 
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velocity gradient exist. In terms of the velocity 
gradients and the vis osity the rate of dissipation may 
be expressed b~7 
W= !l { 2(~~y+ 2GU +2~+ (~~+ ~~y 
+(~~ +Oo~Y+ (~~+ ~~Y} (12) 
where f..L i the coefficien t of visco ity and u , v, and w 
are the flu ctuation veloci ties in the x, y, and z directions, 
respectively. For isotropic turbulence T aylor, LD 
reference 5, has redu ced equation (12) to the form 
W= 7.5f..L(OU) 2 (1 3) oy 
Two ex-p ression therefore exist for the mean rate of 
dissipation of turbulen t energy : Equ ation (11 ) in terms 
of the B.uctuation veloci ties and the cale, an 1 equ ation 
(13) in terms of the velocit~T gl'adien ts cl LI e to the flu ctua-
tion. A ha been poin ted ou t in par t I , (~~ Y deter-
mines the hape of the top of the correlation curve 
near the value of R = 1, and in principle at lea t, the 
dissipa tion could be determined from equ ation (13) 
with the aid of the correlation curves . As has been 
seen , the con elation curves under the condition of 
the present e:xperimen ts are too narrow at the top to 
permi t the accurate determination of the dissipation 
in this way . 
The turbulent energy content pel' unit volume of the 
1--- - - - -
fluid is "2P(U2+V2+W2) or since U 2=V2=W2, i %pu 2• Th e 
ra te of change of this energy, or the rate of dis ipation 
is therefore 
(14) 
where U is the average speed of the tream and x is 
distance along the stream . Equating the two expres-
sions for W given in equations (11) and (14) and sim-
plifying, we get 
Ud('J:;}) (.Ju2r 
wbich is equivalent to equation (10) . 
E quation (15 ) may be put in the form 
_ Ud (.J:;}) - 0 d(~) 
( u 2r - 4 ~ 
M 
(15) 
(16) 
in which it may be replaced by a+ bl~' given in par t 1. 
ubstituting and integrating, we get 
or changing to logla 
(17) 
where (.J:;)) a is the value of .Ju2 at 1~= 0 . The alll e 
resul t would have been obtained from equation (1 0) 
L x had the relation between M and lYI been ubstitu ted 
there. 
U In figure 10 .J- ha 
u2 
1 been plotted against b logla 
(1 + ~ lt~} where a and b have been given the separate 
mO~--~--~--~----~--~--~--~---'1 
~O~--~----~---r-- -
mO~---4-----~---r----h,L-/~.6,~--+----+--~ 
/ ,~" 
/ .i// 
80 f_---+----_I_---Ihr/-' "L"",,/ -
/ u , /" 
u / ~~/ 
~60~---+----+-~~,,7-/~x~--' --r_--_+----_I_----f_---
/~' 
/ I d,/.' M = 'I. '-- -----to. 
~,t; " = '12"---- -0 
40 f_---+---,,..<,':7:' "+' y' ---I----~ = I " - - - - - - - - - - 0 -+-----1 o~<'/'/~ I  ,, = .J'I4'---X /,; " = 5 ' + I 
/lV 20~-T,v7----r_---r----+----+----+----+--~ 
',p 
o 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 
t log(r+ ~) 
F .GU itE IO.- TeSLofl aw of c1ecay , ,I~- ()~)~=¥ IOglO ( I +~ h)' Values ofa 
and b arc given in ta ble II I. 
values for the several screens from table III. The plot 
has been made using only the data for the 4.7-milli-
meter wir!? , which is believed to be les ubj ect to error 
in the wire-length correc tion than the data for the 
longer wire . The points are seen to lie along straight 
line as well as may be expected from the ex1)erimental 
preCl lOn . The separate curves for each screen n,re due 
to some extent to the sy tematic difference from screen 
to screen in figure 9, not clearly shown by tha t type of 
plot , but are to a greater extent due to the separate 
curves llsed to represent the relation bet~een it and ~ 
in figure 7 ; that is, to the different values of a and b. 
The evidence afforded by fi O'ure 10 that equation (17) is 
of the proper form to represen t the decay i to show 
fur ther tha t the three experimental facts: 
.Ju2 1. U independent of U 
, /u2 2. A decay of U given by figure 9 
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3. An increase of ;1 given by figure 7 
are all consistent with one another. H aving given any 
two of these conditions, the third must follow . 
By least square fitting of the straight lines in figure 
10 to the data, the constants (-J~2) 0 and C6 of equation 
(17) have been evaluated and tabulated in table V. 
The value of (-J~2) 0 is seen to vary considerably from 
screen to screen, which may be partly du e to differences 
in the geometrical shapes of the screens but more prob-
ably to errors involved in the curve fitting . On the 
/60 u 
.-------0-~ 
.-0-
~ ~ 
y V 
/ M =!{," 
I 
/20 
80 
40 
III-THE CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER OF SPHERES 
The use of a sphere as an indicator of turbulence in 
wind tunnels was originally proposed by Prandtl (ref-
erence 11 ). If one measures th e drag force F on a 
sphere of diameter D in an air stream of speed U, th e 
air being of density p, and viscosity IL, and plots the 
F drag coefficient CD = 1 against the R eynolds ~D2_pU2 
4 2 
umber UD-E, it will be found that a t low R eynolds 
IL 
Numbers CD is approximately constant and equal to 
about 0.5. At Reynold Numbers within a range of 
values dependent on the turbulence of the air tream CD 
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FIGURE ll.-Theoretical decay cun-es. 
other hand, the coefficient C6, which is closely analogous 
to a resistance coefficient of the fiuid masses, is nearly 
constant. 
To return to a more simple type of representation, we 
may consider figure 11, where U has been plotted 
u2 
against tt for the several screens, along with the theo-
retical curves given by equation (17) with the constants 
listed in table V. The new data with the shorter wire 
from which the constants were evaluated must, of COUTse, 
fit the curves. The old data obtained with the longer 
wire and the thermal diffusion data are added to show 
that they too are not inconsistent with the theory. 
decreases rapidly to values in the neighborhood of O.I. 
Prand tl suggested that "observation of such resistance 
curves for spheres gives a means of comparing the air 
streams of different laboratories, with respect to their 
lesser or greater turbulence." The decrease occurs at 
higher R eynolds umbers in streams of lower turbu-
lence. 
When a technique had been developed for measuring 
the intensity of the speed fluctuations by means of the 
hot-wire anemometer and associated equipment, one 
of the authors with A. M. Kuethe attempted with some 
uccess to calibrate the sphere a a device for measuring 
the intensity of the turbulence (reference 1) . To make 
the sphere results quantitatively defini te, we proposed 
to define the critical Reynolds ~umber of a sphere as 
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the value of the Reynold Number at which the drag 
coefficient of the sphere is 0.3. 6 This proposal ha be n 
rather generally adopted. 
A more data were accumulated in wind tunnels with 
different honeycomb arrangem nts (references 2 an 13 ), 
the calibration of the phere in term of the intensity 
of the turbulence became more and more un atisfactory. 
lIillikan and Klein noted that the critical Reynold 
N umber depended on the diameter of the phere. It 
became apparent that a more comprehensive study was 
needed. 
uch a tudy ha been carried out with the coopera-
tion of the National Advi ory COlmnittee for Aero-
nautics. The general plan and the guiding principles 
have already been stated in the Introduction to this 
paper. The preceding section give the methods by 
which the turbulence was varied, that i , by the use of 
a eries of geometrically similftr Cl'een of quare mesh. 
~rea mement could be made at ,-arious distance from 
Lhe creens. Data as to the intensity and cale of the 
turhulence at variou di tances are given in the preced-
mg ection . The present section de cribe the 
Front hole --'" 
metrically oppo ite the spindle. In the hemisphere 
containing the spindle at an azimuth angle of 157 }~O 
from the impact hole, one or more hole are drilled to 
make connection to the annular pace between the 
tubular spindle and the inner concentric tube. Suita-
ble connecting nipples are provided at the end of the 
tail spindle. 
The differential pre sure between the impact hole 
and the wake can be mea ured by mounting the pres-
sure-sphere rigidly with the tail spindle parallel to the 
direction of flow and connecting the nipples to the two 
si les of a manometer. The lownstream hole were not 
located on the pinclle 01' at the junction of ph re and 
pindle becau e we wished to avoid any necessity for 
controlling the exact geometrical form of the tail 
pindle. 
The results are expre sed in terms of a pres ure 
coefficient obtained by dividing the differential pressure 
given by the pre sure- phere by the velocity pre ure. 
For mall Reynold Number the pre sure coefficient is 
approximately 1.4 and for high Reynolds umbers 
about 0.9, the rapid deCI'ease from one value to the 
F 
FIGURE 12.-Tbe pressure spbere. 
mea urements of the critical Reynolds Number of 
ph ere and its variation with the intensity and scale 
of the turbulence. 
THE PRE URE PHERE 
The measurement of the re i tance of a phero in 
wind tunnels of varying ize i omewhat inconvenient. 
The accurate determination of the forces on the up-
ports is time-consuming, and the fact that the balance 
in normal use are of greatly varying sen itivity in large 
and mall wind tunnel nece itates the con truction 
of a special balance of uitable sensitivity. To simplify 
the procedure we began in November 1933 the use of a 
"pressure- phere" (reference 12 and 13). The pre -
ure-sphere is shown diagrammatically in figure 12. 
It con i t of a mooth phere 7 mounted on a tubular 
tail spindle Within the tubular pindle i an inner 
concentric tube that connects to an impact hole dia-
6 We did not know at the time that Prandtl had suggested the use of the value 0.36. 
7 We have general1y used standard bowling balls. diameter 5 inches 01'8.5.5 inches. 
The doparture of these balls from a spherica l form is "ery small. 
11210 -37-3 
other occurring at a Re nolcls Jumber dependent on 
he turbulence of the air stream. 
Mr. Robert C. Platt, of the Committee's staff at 
Langley Field, kindly undertook the compari on of the 
pre ure-sphere re ult with force mea urements for 
pheres of everal sizes. He reported that a value of 
the pressure coefficient of 1.22 was approximately 
equivalent to a drag coefficient of 0.3. Hence it was 
deci.ded to define the critical R eynolds umber of the 
pre sure sphere as the Reynold umber at which the 
pres ure coefficient is 1.22. I t i recognized that the 
equivalence i not an exact one. The detailed result 
obtained by M1'. Platt are described in reference 14. 
A great advantao'e of the we sure sphere i the ea e 
with which mea mements may be macle in flight or on a 
traveling carriage. Mr. Platt describes mea mements 
of both types, which yield a value of the critical Reyn-
olds umber in turbulence-free air of 385,000. 
The pressure-sphere method wa independently 
developed by S. Hoerner (reference 15) at the D eut che 
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Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt, with orne difference in 
detail. The rear holes were located in the tail spindle 
at its junction with the sphere. Pressures are referred 
to the static pressure of the air stream and hence the 
DVL pressure coefficients are equal to 1 minus our pres-
sure coefficients. Hoerner used as critical Reynolds 
umber that for which the pressure at the rear hole 
was equal to the static pressure, corresponding to a 
pressure coefficient of 1.00 on our convention. Hence 
his values of critical Reynolds umber are somewhat 
higher than ours. 
Hoerner also studied the relation between drag 
coefficient and pressure coefficient. Hi results on a 
single sphere in relatively mooth flow indicate that a 
pressure coefficient of 1.18 on our convention corres-
sponds to a drag coefficient of 0.3, in fair agreement 
with the value of 1.22 obtained from the more extended 
measurements of Platt. It must be emphasized, how-
ever, that the relations between the valu es of the 
critical Reynolds Number as determined by drag 
measurements and by pressure measurements with 
different location of the pressure openings are only 
apprm,-jmate, and suffiClent work has not been done to 
determine the influence of turbulence, sphere diameter, 
and exact location of the rear holes. 
MEASU REMENTS WITH SPHERES 
Some preliminary studies were made of the repro-
ducibility of the results obtained with several supposedly 
identical pressure spheres. Three commercial 5-inch 
bowling balls were used to determine the critical 
Reynolds Number corresponding to the turbulence in 
the 3-foot wind tunnel of the National Bureau of 
Standards. The values obtained were 273,000,276,000, 
and 272,000, which agree very well. 
The extended series of measurements in the 4 }~-foot 
tunnel behind the several screens were made with two 
spheres, one 5 inches and the other .55 inches in 
diameter. The working distances could not exceed 
about 15 feet because of the limited length of the working 
section. In order to avoid large variations in mean 
speed, the closest distance had to be 15-mesh lengths or 
greater. Since the spheres are of finite size, extending 
oyer a distance of many mesh lengths for the smaller 
screens, the closest distance was further limi ted to 
avoid large changes of turbulence over the sphere. In 
no case was the closest distance less than 1 foot. The 
actual working distances, selected somewhat arbitrarily, 
were 1, 3, and 6 feet for the X- and }~-inch screens; 3,6, 
and 9 feet for the I -inch screen; 4,7, and 10 feet for the 
3X-inch creen; 6 feet 5 inches and 11 feet 2 inches for 
the 5-inch screen. 
The data obtained for the I-inch screen are plotted in 
figure 13 for the 5-inch sphere and in figure 14 for the 
8.55-inch sphere. The values of the critical Reynolds 
Number corresponding to the several distances were 
read from these and similar curves, the critical Reynolds 
Number being defined as previously explained as the 
Reynolds Iumber for which the pressure coefficient 
is 1.22. The re ults are given in table VI. 
It will be noted that the curves of figures 13 and 14 
show abrupt changes of slope at pres ure coefficients of 
1.1 to 1.15. After some investigation it was discovered 
that the u e of four symmetrically located rear holes 
instead of a single hole gave curves without break, and 
hence that the breaks were probably due to local asym-
metry in the flow about the sphere. Figure 15 shows 
curves obtained under the ame conditions as the 
curves in figure 14 except that a sphere with four rear 
holes was used. The valu es of the critical Reynolds 
Number are unchanged and the breaks are absent. 
In order to obtain some idea of the effect of the small 
departure from a uniform speed distribution, traverses 
were made with the sphere behind the 5-inch creen 
that showed the greatest departures. At a di tance of 
6.4 feet from the screen, the critical Reynolds Number 
was 107,000 and 109,000 in two runs at the center; 
107,000, 2 inche below the center; 108,000, 4 inches 
below the center; and 109,000, 2 inches above the 
center. At a distance of 11.2 feet, value of 145,000 
and 148,000 were obtained at two positions. 
Table VI gives a summary of the pertinent data on 
the critical Reynolds Nmnber. The values of ~~2 are 
taken from the least-square lines of figure 10, and the 
values of L from the least-square lines of figure 7. 
Figures 16 and 17 sho'w the relation between critical 
~1lt Reynolds Number and U for the several screens as ob-
tained with the 5 and 8.55 inch spheres, respectively. 
The points obtained at a distance of 1 foot (encircled in 
plotting) are not in good agreement with the other ob-
servations and the curves have not been extended 
through them. Evidently 1 foot is too close a working 
distance for spheres of this size. The observations 
show a ystematic variation from screen to screen and 
a ystematic variation with the diameter of the sphere. 
The larger the screen mesh, the greater the intensity re-
quired to give a specified critical Reynolds umber. 
The larger the diameter, the smaller the intensity 
required. 
.G. 1. Taylor suggested in correspondence that the 
critical Reynolds Nm11ber should be a function of the 
quantity ,~ (~)t, where L is the scale of the turbu-
lence. The data plotted in terms of tIllS quantity are 
shown in figure 1. Except for the measurements 
made at a distance of 1 foot, the observations for both 
spheres and all screens lie remarkably well on a single 
curve, certainly within the observational errors. 
The details of the reasoning that led Taylor to thi 
suggestion have been published in reference 16. It may 
be stated in general terms that the foregoing combina-
tion of inten ity and scale of turbulence occurs in the 
expression for the root-mean-square pressure gradient 
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in the turbulent flow, and that the eITed of turbulence 
is assumed to be that of the pre sure gradient on tran-
ition. 
The wind-tunnel equipmcnt available at the Tational 
Bureau of Standards unfortuna tely does no t permi t the 
exten ion of the curye in fi gure 1 to a critical R eynolds 
Nmnbel" exceeding 270,000. In most of the more re-
centl? con tructed wind tunnels, values exceeding this 
yalue are found. In the large tunnel , the large scale 
of the turbulence contrihutes to the high ya.lue but, in 
addition, the inten ity ie:; of the order of 0.7 percent or 
less . The accurate measurement of the emaIl flu ctu-
ntions is an experimental problem of Yer considerable 
difficulty. 
DETERMINATlON OF AVE RAGE VELOCITY PRESSURE 
In the production of artificial turbulence in wind 
tunnel for the purpose of studying the aerodynamic-
errects of turbulence, it is desired to Yary the magni-
lude of the rapid flu ctuations ,,-ithout introducing de-
parture from a uniform clistribu tion in pace. O"-el" 
and iYarden (reference 17) conclud ed tha t wire or cord 
networks were un uitable because of the introduction 
of variations in the mean speed produced by the 
"shadows" of the wires. Thi general conclusion i 
somewhat tempered in their detailed discussion by the 
recognition that the uniformity will depend on the di -
tance from the network at which obseryation are made 
and that the uniformity may be ati factory at dis-
tance of the order of 144 wire diameters or 24 mesh 
lengths. In Yiew of t illS criticism of networks a 
ources of turbulence it seem desirable to renew the 
studies that were made behind the screens u ed in the 
present seri.es of measurements to determine the dcgree 
of uniformity of the mean speed and the average yulue 
of the velocity pres lIre for compu ting the pressure 
coefficients of the spheres . 
A preliminary series of trayerses was made for the 
purpose of determining the di tance at which the pat-
tern of the screen disappeared. For the X-, %-, and 
I-inch-me h screen, a simple impact tube with outside 
diameter of % inch and inside diameter of ?l6 inch was 
u eel, the static side of the manometer being connected 
to the 'wall plate u cd as a source of referen ce pressllrc 
in the operation of the tunnel. For the larger screens, 
a standard pitot- tatic tube was used. Ob enations 
were taken at about 24 poin ts along a line parallel to 
the horizontal wires of the creen and in a horizontal 
plane pa sing mid way between t \\"O \\"ires of the screen. 
The spacing was }\6 inch, 1/ inch , }~ inch, }~ inch , and 1 
inch for the %-, }~-, 1-, 31 ~_ , and 5-inch-mesh creen. , 
respectiyely. Traver e were made at eyeral di tance 
from about 4 to 20 me h lengths from the screen. For 
distance less than 12-mesh lengths, the pressure varied 
regularly with maxima and minima corresponding to 
the spacing of the wire of the screen. The CUlTes 
resemble those shown in reference 17 and are therefore 
not reproduced in this paper . ~\..t distances greater 
th an 12-mesh lengths, there was no regular pattern. 
In order to give ome idea of the magnitude of the 
\rariation, the ma:-imum an 1 mean deviations of the 
single observation from their ari thmetic mean have 
been computed and are tabulated in table VII . Both 
quantities are very large close to the screen but rapidly 
decrease. For distances greater than 12-me h length 
the gain in uniformity is eomparatiYely mall. Hence 
it \\"a concluded that observations hould no t in any 
ca e be made at di tances closer than 12-mesh lengths 
and, as a precautionary measure, the close t distance 
u eel was actually 15-me h lengths. From table IV, 
. . 1 1 . 1 -,/~ . . It IS seen t lat t 1e ma:\''lmum va ue of U IS accordmgly 
limited to about 0.05. 
~\.t the d istances for which sphere data had been or 
\\·el"e to be ohtained, a more extende 1 traverse wa 
made with a standard pitot- tatic tube. Obsen-ations 
\\"ere taken at 12 equidistant points along ci rcles of 
radii 2, 5, , 12, and 1 inche from the tunnel axi , in 
ome cases for tIu·ee peeds. The ma:\.imum and mean 
deviation of the single ob ervation from their arith-
metic mean are also tabulated in table VII for these 
traverses. 
It will be observed that the mean deviation approach 
different values for the different screens a the distance 
from the screen is increa ed: 2.2 percent for the 5-inch 
screen , about 2.0 percent for the 3X-inch screen, about 
0.5 percent for the I-inch creen, about l.0 percent for 
the %-inch ereen, and about 1.0 percent for the X-inch 
creen. It is prohable that these differences reflect 
corresponding difference in the geometri al accuracy of 
the spacing of the wires of the cr·een . The uniformity 
obtained with the 1-, }6-, and %-inch screen is com-
parable with that obtained in the free stream, the mean 
deviation of the pressure from the average being 1.0 
percent or less, corre ponding to 0.5 percent or Ie 111 
the speed. 
The measurements described in this paper extended 
oyer a con idera ble period of time and it wa not prac-
ticable to install a screen and complete all mea ure-
ments before remoying the screen, becau e of the 
nece sit)" or making other te t. The procedure in 
most of the sphere tests was to determine the ratio of 
the velocity pres ure at the axis of the tunnel to the 
reference wall plate pressure as a function of the speed; 
then at one yalu e or the reference pressure to determine 
the speeds at six pint on a circle of 2-inch radius. A 
f,lired curye through the point observed in the fir t 
nm was adju ted a indicated by the ratio of the mean 
of the six Y<1 lues on the 2-inch circle and the value at 
the cen ter to the va lue at the ce nter. For all screen 
except the 3X-inch screen, the value adopted did not 
differ from that given in table VI b:v as much as the 
mean deviation given in that ta bl. For one installa-
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tion of the 3X-inch screen, the difference somewhat 
exceeded the mean deviation. 
From a study of the results given later, an error of 
1 percent in the determination of the mean velocity 
pressure produces an average change of 4,500 ± 500 in 
the value of the critical Reynolds Number. It i 
believed that the error in the values used did not in 
any case exceed the mean deviation given in table VII 
and was probably less than half that value, which rep-
resents the mean deviation over an area much larger 
than the sphere. The effect of the small departures 
from a constant speed (as contrasted with an error in 
the average speed) on the value of the critical Reynolds 
Jumber is not known but is probably small for de-
partures of 1 percent or less, as indicated by sphere 
traverses behind the 5-inch screen previously described . 
DISCUSSIO 
The relationship exhibited in figure 18 shows that a 
given small percentage change in the intensity of the 
turbulence produces approximately the same effect as 
a change of five times as much in the scale of the tur-
bulence. Since the diameter of the sphere enters into 
the ordinate, the critical Reynolds Number depends on 
the diameter, but here also it requires a percentage 
change in diameter approximately five times as great 
as in the intensity of the turbulence to produce the 
ame effect. 
It is of some interest to inquire whether the ratio 
of the values of the critical Reynolds Number for two 
air streams depends on the diameter of the sphere used. 
The ratio will be independent of diameter if and only 
if the curve of figure 18 is of the form 
.J:;;(Q)Ys = ORn U L <Ttl 
It may be seen by plotting on logarithmic paper that 
the observations do not fit such a curve except over 
short distances. Hence if the diameter of the sphere 
is varied through a sufficiently wide range, the ratio 
of two values as well as the absolute values of the 
critical Reynolds Number of the sphere for two air 
streams will depend on the diameter. 
The use of spheres of different diameters in the same 
air stream does not give a separation of the effects of 
scale and intensity, since each observation when re-
duced gives omy the value of .JtCiY&· If f is 
independently measured, it is theoretically possible to 
determine L but the precision is very poor because of 
the small slope of the curve of figure 18 and the presence 
of the fifth root. 
In the presentation of the experimental data and the 
discussion up to this point, we have regarded the sphere 
as a turbulence-measuring device that was to be cali-
brated in terms of the intensity and scale of the turbu-
lence. It is also possible to consider the sphere as a 
typical object of aerodynamic study and the data as the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the sphere as a function 
of turbulence. These data may then give some clue 
as to the effect of turbulence on other bodies in which 
the phenomenon of separation is involved. 
The first conclusion that may be drawn by inference 
is that some linear dimension corresponding to the di-
ameter of the sphere enters into the turbulence variable. 
In the case of an airfoil, the ratio of the chord of the 
airfoil to the scale of the turbulence would be of im-
portance. If, for example, we consider tests on two 
similar airfoils of different size in the same air stream 
and at the same Reynolds umber, the maximum lift 
coefficient may be expected to differ because of the 
influence of the scale of the turbulence. This result 
would be analogous to the different drag or pressure 
coefficients · observed at the same Reynolds Number 
for spheres of different sizes in the same air stream. 
Because of the fifth root, and the limits on the possible 
size variation in a given wind tunnel, the effect will be 
small and perhaps escape detection. But if a sufficient 
range of variation is made, the effect will be found. 
A second inference is that the effect of turbulence on 
some other body will not necessarily be the same as that 
on the sphere. The shape of the curve of figure 18 is 
undoubtedly related to the pressure distribution char 
acteristics of the sphere and the resulting boundary 
layer thickness. The pressure distribution over an 
airfoil will be quantitatively different and the relation 
between turbulence and the Reynolds umber for 
transition will be different. Hence if the sphere curves 
for two air streams are considered to differ only by a 
shift along the Reynolds Number axis, that is, by a 
turbulence factor formed from the ratio of the two 
Reynolds umbers, and if by analogy curves of maxi-
mum lift coefficient in these same two air streams are 
considered to differ only by a similar turbulence factor , 
the factors cannot be considered the same for spheres 
and airfoils or even for two different airfoils. Here 
again the effects may be small and not readily detected. 
The concept of turbulence factor as previously defined 
has been found very useful. Because of the small effect 
D . IV} 
of L compared Wlth~, the factor has so far proved 
to be a sufficiently good approximation in engineering 
practice although, as we have shown here, it is only an 
approximation. 
IV-THE EFFECT OF WIRE LENGTH IN MEASURE-
MENTS OF INTENSITY AND SCALE OF TURBULENCE 
BY THE HOT-WIRE METHOD 
In the measurements of intensity and scale of turbu-
lence described in parts I and II, hot wires approxi-
mately 5 millimeters long were used, the length being 
ufficiently great so that air velocity fluctuations on 
one part of the wire are not completely correlated with 
those on another part. As will be shown, this lack of 
correlation causes the root-mean-square voltage fluc-
tuation across the wire to be reduced by an amount 
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that depends upon the rate of falling 00' of correlation 
along the wire. This reduction in root-mean-square 
yoltage fluctuation must be taken in to account in all 
mea UI'el1lent of f1uctua ting yelocitie by hot-wire 
anemometers, including it errect on measurement of 
the inten sit~- of the turbulence and its effect on mea -
urel11ent of the calc of turbulence . 
THE EFFECT OF WIRE T,ENGTH ON I NTE SITY MEASUREMENTS 
uppose a hot. ,,·ire of length l ca rrying a cons tan t 
current to be pIncer! in n turbulent ni l' stream per-
pendicular to the direction of flo ,', l1S in the expe ri-
mental arnlllgell1ent for mel) Ul"elHent of intensity of 
turbulence. If the fluctw1ting potenti'l1 drop acro s 
the wire is fed in to an amplifier compensated Jor the 
thermnllag of the wire, the output yoltnge, denoted hy 
e, will be directly proportional to the fluctuations of air 
spt'pd on the hot wire S 
For the ca e of complete correlation of ycloC'ity 
fluctuations at all points of the wire, t he fl11 ctuating 
output yoltnge will be giyen by 
et= Kul 
where U is the fluctuating air nlocity, l the length of 
the wire, and J{ a constant of Pl'opol'tion/)lity, depending 
,- U r 
(r - s)Llz 
I 
U s 
F'lIilJltl<: m. Hchcmntic diagram iI1ustratin~ nonuniform conditions along: the wire 
:15 lIsed for measurement of intenSit y of turhulenre. 
on the dimension of the hot wire, i t rc i tiyity and 
temperature coefficient of resistiyity , the CU lTen t 
through the wire, the mean peed of the air fl ow, and 
the amplification. 
The output meter on the amplifier ea thermal type 
l1lilliammeter) gin indicati ns proportional to the 
mean square of the output Yoltao-e, giyen hy 
(18) 
K ow consider the case where the' yeloci ty fluctua-
lions at \"iniou ' poin ts along the ,,-ire l1re not COI1l-
& This resul t.. is truo if tho yelocity fluctuations arc small comJ)ar{ld wi th the mea n 
velocity of flow . (flee reference 6.) 
pletely correIa ted. Let us assume the wire to be 
cli"ided into n equal egmen ts, each of length I1 z, and 
let the YeloC'ity fluctua tion of the air pas ing over any 
egmen t be deno ted by 'Ui ' ( ee fig. 19. ) For this 
case the ou tpu t voltage from the amplifier will be o-iven 
hy 
/lnd i ts mean quared value by 
21= J(2.6. zZCL-Ut) 2 
= K Zl1 zz[ u t2+ ul+ul+ u/+ + 2 Un 
+ 2Ut1lz + 2UZU3 + 2U3U~ + 
+2Ut1l3+ 2Ut'Ul+ 
+2'UtU~ + 
(1 g) 
+2un _ tu" 
+ 2U"_2U" 
Th e correlation coeffi cient R between ,wy two veloci ty 
fill ct lla tions, U T and U s, is defined a 
Since t he mean square of the velocity flu ctuations along 
t lte ,,·ire is ('onstan t 
Let us as ume that tbe correlation between the 
velocity flu ctuations a.t any t,,·o segments i a [unction 
only of t he di tunce bet"'een the segment") ; that i 
U~S=R ({ T-SPZ) 
u-
where as in previous parts of the paper, R followed by 
a quantity in parenthese means the value of R at a 
distn,nce equal to that quantity. Tilu: 
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Equation (19) thus become: 
e2= K 2L'l z2J1[ n+2 (n- 1)R (L'l z) +2 (n-2)R (2 L'l z) + 2(n- 3)R(3L'lz) + .... + 2R( {n-1} L'l z) ] 
= K 2uf nL'lZ2+2nL'lz{R(L'lz)L'lz+ R(2L'lz) L'l z+R (3t.z) L'l z+ .... + R( {n-1 } L'l z) L'l z} 
-2{L'lzR(L'lz)L'lZ+2L'lzR(2L'lZ)L'lz+3t.zR(3L'lZ)L'lZ+ .... + (n- 1)L'l zR ( {n-1 } L'l z) L'l z}] 
ow let the number of egment n increa e indefi-
nitely, and the length of each segment L'l z approach 
zero, in such a way that the product n L'l z is always equal 
to the length of the wire l. Pa ing to the limit, we have 
~=K2U2[2lJ:' R (z) dz-2 f: zR (z) dz J 
=2I{2u2J:1 (l- z)R (z)dz (20) 
Comparing this expres ion with equation (1 j, the 
effect of the incomplete correlation of velocity fill tlla-
tion at different points on the wire is to reduce the mean 
square :OuctuatlOn voltage and thus the meter reading 
in the ratio K12, given by 
(21) 
In the calculations of intensity of turbulence de-
cribed in part II, the quare root of the ou tpu t meter 
reading enters aH a multiplying factor. Thus, to obtain 
the true value for the intensity of turbulence, the calcu-
lated values must be multiplied by the factor K 1, given 
by equation (2 1). In order to obtain numerical values 
for [(I , R (z) must be known as a function of z. 
THE EFFECT OF WIRE LE ' GTH ON SCALE MEASUREME TS 
Let us now consider the eIl'ect of incomplete correla-
tion of velocity fluctuations at different points of the 
wire on measurements of the correlation of velocity 
fluctuations, as described in part J. Suppose two wires 
A and B, each of length l and carrying a constant 
current, be placed in a turbulent air stream, parallel to 
one another, a distance apart y, and in a plane perpen-
dicular to the direction of flow. (ee fig. 20. ) 
Let u a ume each wire to be divided into n eg-
ments, each of lenO'th L'l z, an 1 let the velocity fluctua-
tion on any soO'ment of A be denoted by Ui, and of B by 
Vi. As in the previous discussion, the fluctuating on tpu t 
voltage across each wire will be given by: 
n 
eA = K"[.u;L'l z 
;=1 
;=1 
The correlation between the yoltage fluctuation eA 
and es will obviously be a function of y. Let u then 
define a correlation coefficient R' (y), representing the 
correlation between the voltage fluctuations of wires 
A and B, placed a di tance y apart. Thu, by defini-
tion, R' (y) is given by 
R' (y ) =-.!AeS R.Jes2 
Making use or the foregoing equation ancl or the 
fac t that the mean square of the velocity fluctuation 
the seme at the two wires, we have: 
u , t!. z 
(~Ui) (~Vi) 
(~uy 
v, 
Vn 
I<----- y -----~ 
(22) 
FIGURE 20.- Scbematic diagram illustrating nonuniform ('onditions along two wires 
a used for measurement of scale of turbulence. 
R' (!J) may be obtaincl experimentally as lescribed 1D 
part I. Now 
(~Ui) (~Vi) t.Z2= t.Z2[UIV I +U2V2+UaV3+ + u"v" 
+UIV2+ U2V3+ .. . . +Un_lVII 
+U~VI +U3V2+ .... +UnVn- 1 
+UIV3+ ... , +UIl _2Vn 
+U3VI + .. , . +UnVn -2 
I 0\\- let. u assume that the correlation of tbe Yelocity 
fluctuat.ions at any egment of A with that at n.ny 
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egment of B is a function only of the distance between the segments. That is, 
Thus : 
~=U2V2-U3V3= ... . =unvn = R (y )u2 
U\Vn = UnV\ = R ( ,I (n-1F .6.z2+ y 2) u 2 
(~Ui) (~Vi) .6. z2 u 2.6.zz[ nR (y ) + 2 (n -1)R ( ,!~y2) + 2(n - 2)R('/ (2.6. z)2+ y2)+ 2(n-3)R( '/ (3.6.Z)2+ y2) 
+ ... . + 2R ('!(n-1F .6.z2+y2) J 
= ufn .6. z2R (y )+ 2n.6. z(Rh/.6.z2+ y 2) .6. z+li ( (U Z)2+ y2).6.z+R ( (3.6.Z)2+ y 2) .6. Z+ .... 
+ R(,I (n- 1)2.6.Z2+ y2).6.z}-2{.6.zRcJ (.6.Z)2+ y 2) .6.z + 2.6. zR(,i (2.6.Z)2+ y 2) .6. z+ 3.6.zR ( ,/'~(3-.6.-Z~)2-+-1?) .6.Z+ 
.... + (n- 1).6.zR ('/ (n-1 )2.6. Z2+ y2).6. Z} ] 
ow let the number of segments of each wire n in-
crease indefinitely and the length of each segment I::J. z 
approach zero in such a way that the product n.6.z is 
always equal to the length of each wire, 1. Passing to 
the limit, we have: 
- U{ 2l!oR (,/ Z2+ y2) dz-2llZR (,/ Z2 + y2)dz ] 
= 2U2l l(1-z)R ( '/Z2+ y 2) d z 
From equations (19) and (20 ) 
(~Ui)2.6. z2= 2U2!ol (l- z)R (z) dz 
Thus equation (22) becomes 
II(l -z) R ( ,/~dz 
R' (y )= 0 ( I 
.Jo (l -z)R (z) dz 
(23 ) 
The cale of the turbulence L has been defined as the 
in tegral 
(24) 
Let us denote by L' the following integral: 
L' = l '" R' (y)dy 
L' may be determined experimentally as described in 
Part I, and L may be found by dividing L' by a factor 
K 2, defined as 
L' 
K 2=r (25) 
If R(y) is a known function of y, the integrations 
expressed in equations (23 ) and (24) may be per-
formed, and numerical values of K 2 computed. 
CALCULATION OF FACTORS FOR APPLICATION TO EXPERI ME TAL 
R ESULTS 
It may be seen from equation (23 ) that the shorter 
the wires used and the more slowly R (z) varies with z , 
the more nearly will the right-hand member of thi 
equation approach R(y) . Thu curves of R' (y) ob-
tained under conditions where L is much larger than l, 
resulting either from large scale of the turbulence or the 
use of short wires, should indicate the character of the 
function R (y ). 
In figure 21 are shown observed value of RI (y ) 
representing the average of eight traverses at 200 
inches behind the 5-inch-mesh screen where the fore-
going conditions are most nearly fulilled. These 
points are seen to lie closely to the curve, which is an 
exponential curve represented by the equation 
y 
R' (y ) =e - Y' 
where L' is the uncorrected scale of the turbulence . 
Since the correction is small , let us assume that R (y ) 
is given by 
(26) 
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and determine what form will be t aken by R' (y ) and 
what values will be obtained for K I and K 2. 
/.0 
.8 
.6 
R '(y) 
.4 
.2 
o 
1\ 
'\ 
~ 
f\ 
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60 80 
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100 120 140 
FI OO RE 21.- 0bserved correlation coeffi cient as a function of y. Points, average of S 
. 
traverses at 200 inches bebind 5-inch scroon; curve, plot of R'=e - 1)' 
Equation (23) becomes 
(' I ";z'+Y' 
and K 2, given by equ'ation (25) becomes 
(29) 
It is convenient to write these equations in non-
dimensional form, changing to the new variables 
y z l 
r= y, s =1' e=L 
In this notation equation (28) becomes 
K 1 e 
I ~2.£h -s)e-CSds ..j2(e c- 1+ e) (30) 
Equation (27 ) becomes 
lh- )e -c";i2+i'ds 
R' (r) = °J'1 -fa (l -s)e ds 
o 
(' I -c ';r'+8' 
= 2R? J o(1-s)e ds (3 1) Jo (l-z)e- - L- dz 
R' (y) J~I(l- z)e --L-dz 
The factor K I , given by equation (21 ) becomes 
(27) Equation (3 1) is not directly integrable but may be 
evaluated for large values of r by expansion in a power 
series in S2 and integrating term by term. 
Let 
KI ~ l (2 ) j (S2) =e-c";r'+a' 
2 ( I(l-z)e-Ydz . , f 2 • 
.10 Expandmg j m powers 0 s, equatlOn 
J' I r 4 6 ] R' (r) = 2K I2 0(1 -S)L!(0)+j' (0)s2+jll (0 )~ +jll' (0)ft + + .... ds 
=KI2 rj(0) +l1' (0)+ ~jll (0) +_1 1"' (0)+ . . . . ] L: 6 30 168 
E valuating the terms in thi series 
j (O) = e- CT 
l' (0) = _ ee- CT 
2r 
1" (0) = + e(l ~~)e-CT 
}"'(O) = e(3 + 3er+e2r2)e-
CT 
8r5 
Equation (31) then becomes 
(31 ) becomes 
(32) 
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The first four terms of thi series will give values of 
R' (r) with sufficient accuracy for 1"> l. For smaller 
values of f, a series containing po itive powers of f must 
be obtained. 
Rewriting equation (31) 
R' (1') = 21CfIal e -c.Jr'+s'ds_ .!olse-c.Jr'+S'ds l 
The second integral can be evaluated directly 
Ia ls e-c"\'Ti+S'ds=~[e-cr(l + cr) _e-c.Jr'+1 (1 +c, 1"2+1)] 
The first in tegral may be evaluated by expanding the' 
in tegrand in a serie of powers of c.Jr2+s2. 
1 1 e-c"\ir'+S'ds= IaI1 -c(r2+ 2) 1/2+;:(1'2+ 2) 
_~(r2+82)3/2+ ... . ]d~ 
We then have 
32 
FIO U RE 22.-Theoretical values of R and of R' as a function of cr or vi [, for various 
values of c. 
(33) 
1,,(1') may be compllted from the following recurrence 
formula: 
where 
In figure 22 is sho\\rn a curve of R (c=O) and of R' as 
a function of cr( = y/L ) for various values of c. It is 
seen that the effect of the incomplete correlation of 
velocity fluctuations alonD" the wires is to make the 
ob erved correlation too large at large value of l' by a 
factor KI2 (see equation 32), and to change the shape of 
the curve for small values of f. 
In figure 23 a re shown ome experimental curves [ 
R' (y) as a function of y /f.,f for different ratio of the 
length of the ho t wire to the cale of the turbulence, 
that may be compared to the curve of figu re 22. The 
simil arity of the e two ets of curves can be noted. 
Let us now consider the errect of incomplete correl2.-
tion of velocity flu ctuations alona- the hot wire on the 
value of L' ob tained by in tegration of the experimental 
R' (y) curves. 'Wri ting equation (29) in term of l' 
instead of y 
(34) 
1.0 
'tI .. - r -
~~ .. \ '\ 
+ 
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FI GU RE 23.- Experimental values of R' (y) for various values of Vi,lf for comparison 
with figure 22. 
This integral may be enlluated by a-l"tlDhical integra-
tion of R' (1') calculated from equation (3 2) and (33), 
or as follows: Substituting (31) in (34) 
K 2= 2K12C J~ co 11 (I -s)e-c.J"+s'dsdr 
Transforming this surface in tegral into polar cOOl'd i-
nates, by the tran sformations 
1'=p co 8 S= p in 8 d d/' = pdpd8 
J{2=2J{1 2C Ia 1r/2IaCSCO (1- p in 8)e- cp pdpd8 
In tegrating wi th respect to p: 
_ 2J 7r /2[ 1 e-CC8CO 2 sin 8e-ccsco 2 sin 8] 
K 2-2KI c 2+-'- + 3 - -3- d8 o c c- c C 
K 2= 2~'T ~c-2+ c 1 7r/2e- CC8co (1 + cc 2 c8 ) d8] 
Let J (c) = ( 7r /2e-CCSCO(1 + 2 8)cl8 Jo ccsc 
K?=~c-2+ cJ(c) (35) 
.. e c- 1+c . 
The integral J (c) cannot be e\-aluated direetly but may 
be expand ed in an asymptotic series, which will gi'-e 
J (c) fot' sufficien t ty large values of c. For mall ,-alues 
of c, howeyeJ' , it is most ea ily eyalua ted by Simpson ' 
l'ule. 
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Tabl~ VIII gives valu es of J{l and J{2 as a function 
of c( =-1) computed hom equations (30) and (35). 
Ourve A of figure 24 shows J{2 plotted as a function of 
i· Ourve B shows J{2 as a function o[ 1" and is ob-
tained from curve A by dividing the abscissa of a given 
point on A by the ordinate of that point an 1 then 
plotting that ordinate above the new abscissa obtained. 
Ourve B is used for the correction of the experimental 
data on correlation of velocity fluctuations . The 
procedure i as follows: The area under the experi-
mental curves of R' as a function of y is obtained, from 
which i found L'. The ratio of l, the length of the 
hot wires, to L' is calculated and from curve B, figure 
24, the factor J{2 is found. L' i then di,ided by K2 to 
obtain L. 
14 y/~ 
./" ~ A 
V V / 
j Y 
v 
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FIG URE 24.- The facLor [(, as a function of tiL and ti L' · 
The numerical values obtained for the correction 
factors J{l and J{2 depend, of cour e, on the assumption 
that R may be represented by equation (26), and thu 
can be expected to be accurate only in so far a equation 
(26) represents the true variation of correlation with 
distance. It is een from figure 21 that there is a 
tendency for R or R' to fall off initially more rapidly 
with distance than the exponential relation until the 
correlation falls to about 0.3, and then Ie s rapidly, 
finally falling to zero instead of approaching zero 
asymptotically. 
The correction factor thus computed can be con-
idered only as approximations, and more accurate 
determination of the variation of the correlation co-
efficient R with distance, especially for mall distances, 
is needed in order to improve materially their accuracy. 
V- VARIATION OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT WITH 
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MEASURING 
APP ARATUS AND WITH AZIMUTH 
In the development of tbe experimental techruque 
for measurino' the scale of the tmbulence, certain 
unexpected phenomena were encoWlterecl. These phe-
nomena were tudied to only a limited extent, usually 
only with regard to their bearing on the measurement 
of the scale of the turbulence as previously defined. 
The incidental and incomplete studies of tbese phe-
nomena give additional information < to the charac-
teristics of turbulent flow and since we cannot at 
present pursue these studies further, the information 
obtained is placed on record for the benefit of otheJ s 
who may wi h to do so. 
El'FECT OF COMPENSATION J<'OR LAG OF WIRE 
In our first measurements of the correlation coeffi-
cient" no compensation was made for the lag of the 
wire. We erroneou ly a sumed that, if the two wire 
were identical in every respect including lao', there 
woull be no effect of the lag on the value of the corre-
lation coefficient. Fortunately, the actual experiment 
was tried and it was discovered that the introduction 
of compensation had a very large e:ITect. Two typical 
comparisons are shown in figure 25. WIlen no com-
pensation was used, the observed correlation coefficient 
fell off much more slowly with the separation of the 
wires . As a result, the observed scale L' was much 
greater. For example, for the I-inch screen at a eli -
L' 
tance of 40 mesh lengths, the observed M without 
compen ation was 0.602 as compared with 0.308 ob-
tained with proper compensation, an error of nearly 
100 percent. Similarly for the 3X-inch screen at a eli -
L' 
tance of 41 mesh lengths, the observed M without 
compensation was 0.464 as compared with 0.2~6 ob-
tained with proper compensation. The clifference in 
a number of comparisons at different distances was 
always greater than 50 percent. 
Since the pre ence or ab ence of compensation corre-
sponds simply to different frequency characteri tics of 
the measuring apparatus, it was inferred that the results 
indicated a variation of the correlation coefficient with 
frequency, the di tmbances of lower frequency being 
correlated over greater distance than the di turbances 
of higher frequency. 
CROSS-STREAM CORRELATIO FOR VARIOUS FREQUENCY BANDS 
Measurements were made with a set of electric 
filters to study the correlation for various frequency 
bands. The compensating circuit was used, so that 
the re ults represent, a closely a can be obtained , the 
variation of the correlation with frequency. The 
available filters were high- ancllow-pa s filters designed 
for connection as band-pass filters. The nominal 
frequency bands were 0- 250, 250-500, 500-1500, 1500-
3000, and 3000- en cycles pel' econd. Ideal filters would 
give a uniform transmi ion within the band and no 
tran mission outside the band. The actual character-
istics are shown in figure 26. JUthough extremely good 
for acou tic measurements, the .filters are far from ideal 
for the pre ent purpose. 
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JVfeasurement of co rreIa t ion \\"ere rnade at a di tance 
of 40 me 11 length behind the I -inch creen at speeds of 
20 an 140 feet pel' econd for the bands 0- 250, 250- 500, 
500- 1500 . The in ten ity in the two higher bands was 
o mall that satisfa ctory mea urements could not be 
made. The re ults are shown in figure 27 . The large 
efl'ect of frequency i obYious. In the 500- 1500 band 
negatiye correlation arc ob~ en-ed , indicating that for 
frequencies in thi band an increa e in peed at on e 
\\i re tend to be a ociated with It leerease in speed at 
(he other. No attempt was made to correct the e 
obsen -ation for the finite len D"th of the wire. ome 
i(i ea of tIle maD"nitude of the effect can be obtained 
from -figme 5. The applica tion of the correction would 
not cll ange the gener!ll pictlll"e. 
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A rough analysis of the di tribution of the inten ity 
of the turbulence with frequency was made by means of 
the filters for a di tance of 26 mesh diameter from the 
I-inch screen. The re uIt are shown in table IX. The 
analy is is rough becau e of the variation of the attenu-
ation of the filters with frequency. Allowance has been 
made for the differences in average attenuation . The 
change in the di tribution with the change in mean 
peed is consistent with the as umption that the flu ctua-
tion at a point are the result of a pattern of ddy motion 
in pace that i carried alonD" with the mean speed of 
the tream and 'change but little a the mean flow 
travel a distance of a few centimeters. One may 
consider the eddy sy tem from the point of view of a 
tationary ob erver , in which case it may be described 
by giving the tati. tica l cl istribu tion of inten ity with 
frequency. 01' one may cOll sidcr the system from the 
point of view of fin obse1'\'(,[, J110v ing with tbe stream, 
in which ca e the . ysLem may be de. c1'ibed by giving 
the statistical distribution of in ten iLy with wa\'(' 
length. A wave length " in the second picture corre-
ponds to a frequency j in the fir t equal to UjA, where 
U is the mean speed. If the statistical di tribution of 
inten ity with wave length in space i ind ependent of 
mean speed, the di tribution of intensity with frequency 
when the pattern is observed at a fixed point is shifted 
toward higher frequencies as the mean peed i in-
ere a ed. The fil ter ban 1 arc 0 ",ide that no complete 
analy is can be made . It i een, however, in figure 27 , 
tha t for a giyen fl'equeney band the correlation fall orr 
more rapidly with di tance at 20 'feet pel' . econd than 
at 40 feet per econd. The ame frequenc)T band co r-
respond to shorter waye lengths at 20 feet pel' second 
than at 40 feet per second. For example, the 250- 500 
fi lter used in a stream of mean peed 20 feet per econd 
(610 centimeter per eeond) elects wave lengths of 
1.22 to 2.44 centimeters, whereas in a stream of 40 fee t 
1)er second (1,220 centimeter per second), the same 
filter elect wave lenD"ths from 2.44 to 4. centimeter . 
\lVhen no filter and no compensation are u ed, the 
apparatu weight the variou frequencies according 
to the jaw -J 1 ~A2f2' wh ere} is the frequency aud A is 
a lag constant of the wire. For this condition the cor-
relation fall off le rapidly than for the 0- 250 filter. 
Experiment shows that, if the apparatu doe no t 
weigh t all frequencie uniformly, the observed correla-
tion C1lne varie with the mean speecl ; but, if the fre-
quency compensation i correct, the ob. erved correla-
tion cllrve i ind pend ell t of Lhe mean speed . This 
experimental result is again co nsi Lent with Lhe hypoLh-
e is thaL a fi..xed eddy pattern independ en t of mean 
speed is tran ported past the mea m-ing ft pparatus !l,t 
the mean speed. The frequency pattern then varies 
with the pe d. If the apparatu re pond uniformly 
to all frequencies, there will be no effect of mean speed; 
but, if there i frequency di tortion , apparent van a-
tion with mean peed will be introduced. 
AL ONG-ST R EAM COR RELATION 
In order to avoid trouble ome constant e]']'ors in th e 
mea urement of the distance between the two ,yjres of 
the correlation apparatu , it was decided to allow one 
wire to travel behind the other with a clearance of a 
few tenths of a millimeter, so that measurements could 
be taken on both ides, the zero position being located 
by the wake disturbance of the upstream wir·e. Thi 
procedure introduces an error whose magnitude was 
e timated by studying the correlation along the stream 
dir·ection. Figure 2 give a comparison between the 
correlation coefficients tl'll.n verse and parallel to the 
stream at 25X inehe behind the\-inch screen at 40 feet 
pel' . econd. The correlation falls ofl' 1110re slowly along 
the stream. From thesc data it 111.<1,,)' b estimated tha,( 
the peaks of the COlT latioll Clll'Y CS arc sOn1 rwlmt re-
du ced, the maxmunl1 being l'elluceu by abouL 5 percent 
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when the clearance is 0.3 millimeter and the scale of 
the turbulence is as small as 5 millimeters. The effect 
on the determination of the scale of the turbulence is 
entirely negligible, but this fae-tor adds to the effects 
of finite wire length and the noise level of the amplifier 
to make impossible the s tudies of the curvature near 
the peak of th e CUI'\'(', ,,-hich are desired in connection 
with Taylor's th eory. 
The cffect of frequency chameteristics of the measur-
ing apparatus was also studied for the along-stream 
correlation. The results at 25 >~ inches behind the I -inch 
screen are plotted in figure 29. T hese curves are very 
suggestive. I'-e h ave already stated that the filters 
'elect a given band of wave lengths, the 250-500 fil ter 
selecting a lllean wave length of 1.83 eentimeters at 
20 feet pel' second and 3.66 centimeters at 40 feet per 
second. These values agree remarkably well with the 
<' wave lengths" exhibited by the conelation curves 
tLlong s tream. The high negatiye correlations indicate 
a high degree of "eoherence" , th e fluctuation at the 
8 ~ 1 
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i less. It does not appear that the correction for finite 
wire length as computed in ptut IV would alter this 
resul t by more than 10 percent, 
In order to study the matter further, the lit tle ro tat-
ing holder suggested by Taylor (reference 5) was con-
structed and attention confined to measurements of the 
ratio. Some results taken with and without the fil ters 
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screen, 25 · '~ mesb lengths aft. " 'ind speed 40 fI ./sec . 
upstream wire being repeated a hort time later at the 
clownstrram wire. It appears proha.ble Lhat if it were 
jlos,·ible (0 make the measurements \\-ith n very narrow 
rrellll ellCY hand, tbe correla tion " 'ould YUl'y seyeml 
(i 1l ICS hetween + 1 :tnd - 1 as tl \C. along-stream separa-
(io n wcre int'l'cased. 
Taylor pred icted ;L relatio n \) eLweell the LraQsvcrse 
a nd 10ng-itlldinal correlation in isotropic tlll'blllence, 
namely , that the con-elation coefficient n ntriell with 
the azimuth R according to the law 
l - R = (l - RT) (sin2 e+~ co 2 e) 
where RT is the transverse correlation coeffic ient.9 
The longitudinal correlation RL is then given by the 
relation 
2(1 - R L )= (l - R 7') 
T he 1'e ults or figure 28 do not confirm this reln,tion, 
since the rn.tio of I - H -/ to 1 - EL' ;l,t y = 2 mnt is more 
nearly 1.4 . For smaller or I,t rger values of y, tbe ratio 
o In refereoce 5, the sin and cos of this e(lu~tioo are iuterchanged. 
/.0 ,----,------,-----,------,-------,-------, 
. 9r------r~x~--r-----_r------r_~~_r----~ 
R' 
. 8r-----1_----_+------~----1_----_+----~ 
Compens ated 
.6~--~~--~~----~----~----~--~ 
-90 -60 - 30 0 30 60 90 
Angular position of rotating holder, degrees 
FIG U RE 30.- Variation of correlation with azimuth as two wires 5 mm long spaced 
9 mm apArt are rotated from a position along stream (zero angle) to a pOSition across 
stream (900 angle) . 
with wires 2 millimeters apart at 25}~ inches behind 
the I-inch screen are hown in table X. The ratio 
varies markedly with frequency and for a given filter 
with mean speed, as would be expected from figure 29 . 
Th e valu e with no fi lter was about 1.4 . 
A few mea urements -with a 9-millimeter spacing of 
the wires "t 38 mesh lengths behind the 3X-inch screen 
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are shown in figure 30. TLe curves represent the rela-
1 
tion 1-R' = 0.150 (sin2 8+6" cos2 8) for the lIDcompen-
sated run and l - R' = 0.365 (sin2 8+1.;8cos2 8)forthe 
compensated run. Here again for the lIDcompensated 
run I-R' changes by a factor greater than the theo-
retical factor 2 between 8=0 and 8=90° and for the 
compensated nID, less than 2. 
This departure from Taylor's theory might be con-
idered an evidence of departure from i otropy but the 
evidence previously pre ented as to agreement of values 
from hot-v.ri.re mea urements and from measurement 
of thermal diffu ion indicates that such is not the case. 
Another possibility is that ome systematic experi-
mental error ha been overlooked or that the theory of 
correction for wire length is not based on valid a ump-
tions. The few mea urements recorded in this section 
show that the correlation curve vary with the frequency 
of the fluctuation considered. Hence the effect of 
finite wire length is different in different frequency 
bands, producing a frequency weighting in the appara-
tus that has been shown to have considerable effect on 
the observed correlation. The effect would be to up-
press the higher frequencies and hence to increase the 
correlation coefficient at a given separation of the two 
wires. The magnitude of the increase would be greatest 
where the scale of the turbulence is least. Such an 
effect, if of sufficient magnitude, would account for the 
failure to obtain a single curve of ~ against 1\~in figure 
7, part I, the curve for small creens being too high. It 
is also pos ible that uch an effect account for the de-
l-R1.' h' 1 1 . parture of l - RL' from the t eoretlCa va ue 2, smce 
the observed value RT' would be larger than the true 
value RT by a greater fllrtOLInt than RL' is larger than 
RL • Tb e requirrc\ effert are, however, of uch magni-
tude as Lo make this rxplanaLion seem limen onable, 
since th e drparture from a uniform frrC[lIency " 'eighting 
is mall. 10 Ittiecl1.1ate theory tall he deyeloped \\'ithouL 
more informlttion as Lo the vltriatioll with frequency. 
The exprrimental prohlem is one of great diffi culty 
since, e'lell if filters of req\1 isiLc selectivity wer' avail-
n.ble, the fu rt1,e r sl lbclivi ion of 1,1, e n.yailablr energy 
into narrow frequency band wo·uld require still further 
amplification to make measurement possible. 
CONCL IO S 
The results obtained may be ununarized a follows: 
1. The scale or "average eddy size" of turbulence 
ay be obtained from the mea urement of correlation 
between speed fluctuation ,. Such measurement may 
( be made with the same n.pparatu used to mea urc the intensity of the turbulence, modifi ed lightly to n.ccom-
U modate two hot wires. 
2. A lmowledge of Lhe varifLtion of correlation with 
distance across the stream makes possible a correction 
of the error introduced in hot-wire results by the lack 
of complete correlation over the length of the wire. 
onvenient methods for applying these corrections are 
presented. 
3. Screens are uitable devices for producing turbu-
lence in wind tunnels. The scale of the turbulence is 
controlled by some dimension of the screen. ince 
geometrically similar screens were used in the present 
study, it has not been determined whether mesh or wire 
size is the controlling factor. The scale of the tmbu-
lence produced by a screen increa e with distance from 
t he screen. 
4. The intensity of the turbulence deCl'ea es with 
listance from the screen, the decay being given by a 
logarithmic law when the scale of the turbulence in-
creases linearly. 
5. The pressure phere de cribed herein has been 
found a convenient device for measming the aerody-
namic effect of turbulence. A pressme coefficient of 
1.22 corresponds approximately to a drag coefficient of 
0.3. Either coefficient will serve to connect a critical 
Reynolds Number with the effect of turbulence. 
6. The critical Reynolds Number of spheres depends 
on the scale of the turbulence as well as on its intensity. 
The combined effects may be expressed by 
_ ,u2 D ( ;-[ ]Ji) RCTW--f U L 
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TABLE L- DIMENSlO S OF SCREE FOR 
PROD UCIN G TURB LENCE 
De\'iation of in· 
Average I Average dividuaI meshes 
measured from average. measured Nominal mesh 
mesb incbes wire ~Jaterial length, inches lengtb, diameter, 
incbes n[a.xi· incbes 
G M ean mnm 
-- ---
~ ...... .... .. ... 0.248 ±0.0 10 {+0.026 
-.023 } 0.050 Iron wire. 
7!! .......... .... .. .515 .012 { +017 
-.025 } . 096 Iron wire . 
L .............. .. 1.007 .005 { + 01 5 
- . 015 } . 196 Iron wire . 
3~ ........ .. ..... 3.285 .068 {+ 163 } .626 Wooden cyl· 
-. 122 inders. 
1 5.016 .021 { + . 04 } .976 Wooden cyl· ---- ----------
I -.0·1 inders. 
TABLE n. - SCALE OF T(TRBULEr E 
.r 1/ j , T r: j , 
N M Ai Ai 111 .IT 
iJistance Distance 
fro111 from 
sere n screen 
in mesb in lDesh 
l en~lhs l en~ths 
~I-inch mesh screen H -inch mesh screen 
18.5 0.276 O. lH:l 27.0 0.306 0.237 
41. 0 ".40.1 .290 27.0 .31l .240 
41. 0 a.375 ,269 42. :J . 338 .266 
41. 0 0.3(j!i .2(\3 
I 
12. :1 . 35.5 .280 
41. 0 '.3 7 .27H 56.7 .395 .3 15 
53. 0 .464 ,342 5G.7 .366 .292 
84.0 .566 .429 79.5 .494 . 406 
112.0 .602 .453 79.5 .445 .366 
159.0 . ~64 , 702 108.0 .548 .458 
159. 0 .916 .745 10R.0 .518 . 434 
1.59.0 .798 .649 Iii. 0 ". (;26 .536 
161.0 ".805 . 648 171. 0 ".609 .521 
161. 0 ". 782 .631 17l. 0 II. (122 . 5,~2 
161. 0 '.808 .652 171.0 ".5.56 . 47.5 
161. 0 '.138 . .595 171. 0 ". 60~ .017 
161.0 (1. 752 .606 liZ. 0 .695 .601 
161. 0 0. no .621 
I 
172. () . fi7a .582 
214.0 .OOG .742 226.0 .842 . 74(; 
226.0 .816 .7.10 
226.0 .822 
. i2H I 
TABLE II.- CALE OF TURBULENCE- Continued 
x 
M 
Distance 
from 
screen 
in mesh 
lengths 
U 
.\f 
L 
M 
I-inch mesh screen 
21. 0 
21. 0 
28.0 
39.5 
39.5 
40.0 
40.0 
40. 0 
40.0 
53.0 
5:1.0 
53.8 
53.8 
53. 8 
53.8 
53.8 
53.8 
53. 8 
53.8 
85.0 
85.0 
113.0 
113.0 
113.0 
113.0 
113.0 
135.5 
135.5 
135.5 
164.0 
164.0 
164.0 
164.3 
164.3 
164.3 
164.3 
IG4.3 
164.3 
0.293 
.277 
.29 l 
.394 
.377 
'.305 
'.314 
' .300 
'.312 
.413 
. :166 
'.352 
".31l!! 
'.344 
'.335 
'.335 
'.316 
'. 312 
'.323 
.451 
.406 
.520 
.426 
.574 
. 480 
.462 
.512 
.486 
.484 
. 496 
.470 
.505 
/1.551 
".480 
",488 
".504 
°.527 
'.500 
0.248 
.234 
.246 
.345 
. 331 
.261 
.269 
.258 
.268 
.363 
.321 
.306 
.319 
.298 
.292 
.292 
.274 
.271 
.280 
.405 
.365 
. 468 
.383 
.516 
. 433 
.416 
.461 
. 438 
.436 
.446 
.423 
.454 
.499 
.435 
.442 
.457 
.478 
.453 
x 
M 
Distance 
from 
screen 
in mesh 
lengths 
T, 
Tl 
3 t.4-i neh mesh screen 
16.5 '0.190 
16.5 '.202 
16.6 .172 
26.2 '.220 
26.2 ' .219 
26.5 .253 
34.6 .257 
34.6 .259 
34.8 '.211 
34. ".212 
39.7 ".250 
39.7 '.226 
40.0 '.235 
40.0 ' .230 
40.0 ' . 235 
40. 0 '.24l 
40.0 '.258 
50.5 .266 
50.5 .242 
50. ".258 
50. ".261 
50. ".248 
61. 4 '.303 
61.4 '.303 
61.4 '.28 1 
0.175 
· 187 
· 156 
.20.1 
.204 
.237 
.241 
.243 
. 196 
· 197 
. 234 
.212 
.220 
.215 
.220 
.226 
.242 
.249 
.226 
.242 
.245 
.233 
.287 
.287 
. 266 
5-inch mesh screen 
17.1 
17. 1 
17. 1 
22. 7 
22.7 
22.7 
33.0 
33.0 
39.9 
39.9 
39.9 
39.9 
39.9 
39.9 
39.9 
39. 9 
'0.166 
'.166 
' . 172 
' . 201 
'.210 
'.189 
'.202 
' . 199 
'.199 
".203 
'.220 
". 201 
".2:)0 
'.236 
' . 253 
' . 237 
0.156 
· l56 
.162 
. 190 
.200 
.180 
.192 
.189 
.189 
.1 93 
.209 
. 191 
.220 
.225 
.242 
.227 
(1 Signifies wires of ICJJgLh 4.75 1II1ll. All other values obtained with wires of length 
5.0mm. 
Turbulence in free Luunel1 5.5 feet from rear of boueycomb: L'=0.303 iucb, L =0.260 
inch. 0 noticeable increase with distance was found , altbough not thoroughly 
investigated. 
TABLE TU.- EQl'ATIO S FOR CURVE,' OF FIG RE 7 
8 b 
~·incb mesIL ..... " x 
---- . .. -- ---- :\:,[-0.1559+0.003017 M 
j.1·incb mesh __ . L x 
-- -- . .M'=0.1753+O.002307 M 
I·inch mesh ._ L x 
. -- · __ M~0.2291+0.001493 M 
3~·i nch mesh __ . .. . . f[=O.14il+O.OO2000 Xl 
r, x 
5·i nch mesb ____ .. -- ---. . .V =0.1316+ 0.002016 :II 
I , x All data taken togetbcr .. ____________ .... _. ___ ... .. ... . .... - :if~ 0.1467+0 .002501 M 
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TABLE IV.-INTE SITY OF TURBULE CE 
Kew Data Old Data 
J: (-R) .. U; x (.Jfi3> .. ...f3 M M -r-T - -U Distance ----u- fT Distance from screen from screen (nncor- (corrected) in mesh (unror- (corrected) in mesh recled) lenJ!ths rected) lengths 
~-inch-mesh screen 
Lengtb of wire, 4.7 mm Length of wire, 8.4 mm 
16 0.0350 0. 0550 48 0.0111 0.0187 
24 ,om .0397 144 .0080 .01l0 39 .01 . 0270 288 .0052 .0063 
72 .Oll .0156 
100 .0098 .0124 
152 .0084 .0101 
209 .0078 .0090 
24 .0070 .0079 
}i-inch-mesh screen 
Lengtb of wire, 4.7 mm Lengtb of wire, 8.4 mm 
14 O. O~II 0.0531 24 0.0189 0.0276 
26 .0246 .0310 72 .0096 .0127 
46 .0171 . 0208 144 .0069 .0084 
74 .0120 .0141 
110 .0100 . 01l4 
163 .0080 .0089 
246 .0064 .0069 
J-incb-mesh screen 
Length of wire, 4.75 111m Length of wire, Amm 
25.3 0.0290 0.0324 36 0.0183 0.0218 
54.0 .0168 .0185 72 .0122 .0142 
5.3 .0117 . 0127 108 .0095 .0109 
113.3 .0097 .0104 
133. 5 .0086 .0092 
164.5 .0073 .0078 
TABLE IV.-I TE SITY OF TURBULE CE-Continued 
New DRta Old D a ta 
x (.Jfi3>w (.,j-;i x (.Jfi3>w ";-;i 
Al -U- --U 7J - U- """'fT 
Distance Distance 
from screen (uncor- (corrected) from screen (uncor- (corrected) in mesh rected) in mesb rected) 
lengths length~ 
3~-incb-mesb screen 
J ... ength of wire, 4.7 mm Length of wire, .4 mm 
15.5 0.0434 0.0457 14.8 0.0423 0.0464 
20.1 .034.1 .0358 25.9 .0270 .0293 
27.4 .0253 .0265 36. 9 .O~ .0220 
37 . .0210 .0219 
53. 8 .0161 .0167 
60.8 .0145 .0150 
5-incb-mesh screen 
Length of wire, 4.7 mm Lengtb of wire, .4 mm 
14.6 
I 
0.0470 
I 
0.04 15.4 
I 
0.0384 
I 
0.0414 
21. 7 .0336 .0348 26.8 .0254 .0269 
29.0 .0260 .0269 
39.4 .0210 .0216 
(. I.') 
For tbe free tunnel, 15.5 feet from the rea r of tbe boneycomb, ~=0.007 taken 
witb wire 8.4 mm long. 'rbe value corrected for wire lengtb is 0.0085. No noticeable 
change througb tbe length of the working section of the tunnel was found, althougb 
not thorougbly investigated . 
TABLE Y.- CON'TA TS OF EQUATION (17) 
Mesh of screeu 
~~-inch ________________________ __ 
}i-inch .. ________________ __ __ __ 
I-incb ___ ______________ ____ ____ __ 
3~-incb ____ _____________ __ 
5-incb __ __ _____ ___ _ 
u 
(filo 
0. 57 
2.81 
4. 28 
2.63 
1.25 
c. 
0.483 
.516 
. 577 
.4 7 
.446 
TABLE Vr.- CRITICAL REYNOLDS r UMBER OF PHERE' 
l00.,j1iJ 5-inch spbere 8.M-inch sphere x L M "J:! ----u-
Mesh of Distance IntenSity of Scale of R, R, 
screen, inches in mesh of turbulence, turbnlence, Critical 100~U1 (£) ~ Critical 100~U' (~) ~ lengths percent inches Reynolds Reynolds 
umber Number 
5 15.4 4.63 0.813 116,000 6.66 lOS, 000 7.41 
5 26. 2.92 .928 151,000 4.09 145,000 4.55 
3. 25 14.8 4.55 .574 101,000 7.01 96,000 7.81 
3.25 25.9 2.90 .646 142,000 4.37 137,000 4.86 
3.25 36.9 2.19 .718 163,000 3.23 159,000 3.59 
1 36 2. 52 .283 151,000 4.48 134, 000 4.98 
1 72 1.45 .337 1 9,000 2.49 178,000 2.77 
1 lOS 1.07 .390 221,000 1. 78 215,000 1. 98 
.5 24 3. 39 .115 ·129,000 7.21 • 116,000 8.03 
.5 72 1.4 .171 171,000 2.91 167,000 3.24 
. 5 144 .94 .254 216,000 1.71 203,000 1.00 
.25 48 2.16 .075 • 147,000 5.00 ·155,000 5.57 
.25 144 1.07 .148 190,000 2.16 184,000 2.41 
.25 288 .76 .256 240,000 1. 38 229,000 1.53 
None 
--------------
.85 .260 268,000 1.54 ... _----------- -- --------- -----
• These values were obtained at 8 (listanoo o( 1 (oot (rom the screen. Jo' rom ligures 16, 17, 18, it is evident tbat tbese values are not concordant with tbe others. See 
text for discussion. 
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TABLE VII.-DISTRIBUTION OF VELOCITY PRESSURE q BEHIND SCREENS 
. riM Distance Approxi- Average Maximum Mean Mmesh Distance I Number of between Number of mate ratio of q 'deviation deviation Regular of screen, in mesb stations stations, readiugs speed, to wall from from pattern incbes lengths inches ft./sec. plate average, average, present pressure percent percent 
5 4. 8 24 1.0 24 65 0.686 17.7 8.6 Yes 
7.2 23 1.0 23 60 . 626 9.3 4.2 Yes 
9.6 24 1.0 24 60 .622 7.4 3.3 Yes 
12.0 42 1.0 42 60 .611 6.0 2. 9 No 
14.4 23 1.0 23 { 60 .614 4.6 2.3 } No 0 .618 4.6 2.3 
16.8 25 1.0 20 GO .612 4.6 2.2 No 
15.4 60 (oJ 120 68 .605 6.0 2.2 No 
26.8 60 (0) 120 68 .618 4.7 2. 2 No 
---
3.2!i 3.69 19 0. 5 19 65 .689 27. 0 14. 5 Yes 
5.54 20 .5 20 60 .648 la.s 6. 8 Yes 
7. 38 45 . ~ 4.5 60 .632 11. 2 4.6 Yes 
9.23 { 42 . 5 42 60 .620 6.5 2.6 } Yes 34 .5 34 75 . 61P 7.0 2. 7 
11. 07 22 .5 22 60 . 614 5. 8 3.1 Yes 
12.92 41 .5 41 60 . 596 6. 0 3.1 No { 50 .601 6. 2 2.9 14.76 54 (0) lOS 65 .600 6. 2 2.3 No 80 .600 6.6 2.6 
{ 50 .605 4.7 1.7 25.83 54 (oj 108 65 .606 4.7 1.9 No 80 .603 5.1 2.1 { 50 .618 4.1 1.4 36.9 54 (oJ lOS 65 .617 4.6 1. 7 No 80 . 615 5. 2 1.8 
1.0 4 23 0.125 23 60 '.607 1~.6 8.7 Yes 
fJ 26 .125 26 60 '.680 12.7 5. 6 Yes 
8 30 . 125 30 60 '.651 7.4 3.5 Yes 
12 28 .125 28 60 -.634 2.4 1.2 No 
16 30 .125 30 60 ' .631 2.2 1.3 No 
24 29 .125 29 60 -.627 1.4 1.1 No { 72 } 143 35 . 622 3.2 .8 36 72 (oJ 143 70 . 620 2.6 .6 No 60 120 80 .615 2.1 .5 { 35 .636 2.6 .8 I 72 54 (0) 108 70 .633 1.6 .4 No 80 .627 1.3 . 4 { 35 .646 2.1 . 7 108 54 ('J 108 70 .644 1.3 . 4 No 80 .639 1.5 .4 
0.5 6 23 0.125 23 50 -.668 13.8 7.7 Yes 
8 23 .125 23 50 -. 637 7.5 4.1 Yes 
10 23 . 125 23 50 -.636 4.9 2.1 Yes 
12 23 .125 23 50 -.632 4.1 1.8 Yes 
14 23 .125 23 50 -.631 2.9 1.4 No 
16 23 .125 23 50 -.630 2.8 1.1 No 
24 60 ~:l 120 70 .652 4.0 1.3 No 72 60 120 70 .644 2.4 1.0 No 
144 60 (oJ 120 70 .641 2.8 . 9 No 
0.25 4 24 0.063 24 55 -.700 66.7 28.1 Yes 
6 23 .063 23 55 -.852 26.6 10.9 Yes 
8 24 .063 24 55 -.678 19.2 9.7 t 12 24 .063 24 65 -.594 7.9 4.1 ,) 16 24 .063 24 55 -.584 5.1 2.8 ,) 
20 23 .063 23 55 -.586 3.0 1.4 No 
48 60 t 120 70 .614 4.8 1.2 No 144 60 :l 120 70 .607 4.9 1.2 No 288 60 120 70 . 604 3.6 1.0 No 
o For these positions traverses were made at a number (usually 12) equidistant points along circles 01 radU 2, 5, 8, 12, and 18 Inches Irom the tunnel axis. At other posi · 
Lions the traverse was made aloog a line which was parallel to the horizontal wires 01 the screen and in a horizontal plane passing midway between two wires 01 the screen. 
b 'l'hese traverses were mado with a small impact tube, the reference pressure being the wall plate static pressure. The values are approximately bot not accurately 
comparable with values of the velocity pressure. 
, There was evidence of a regular pattern but the pattern did not correspond to the spacing of tbe wires 01 the ~creens. 
TABLE VIII.-FACTORS FOR CORRECT! G nOT-WIRE TABLE X.-VARIATIOI OF ll-_ RR
L
T
,' WITH FREQUENCY RESULTS FOR EFFECT OF WIRE LENGTH 
t K, K, L 
0 1.000 1.000 
.4 1.067 1.105 
.8 1. 133 1.182 
1.2 1. 198 1. 241 
1_ 6 1.263 1.289 
2.0 1.327 1.327 
2.4 1. 300 1.359 
2. 8 1. 451 1. 384 
3.2 1. 512 1.406 
TABLE IX.-DISTRIBUTION OF INTENSITY WITH 
FREQUENCY 
[Measurements 26 inches behind l-inch-mesh screen] 
Frequency 
cycles per . 20 ft./sec. 40 ft./sec . 
second 
()-250 0.80 0.65 
250-500 .14 .16 
5O()-1500 .05 . 16 
>1501' .01 .03 
Measurements 25Y.i inches hehlnd I-Inch screen with wires 5 mm long and 2 mm 
apart. 
Frequency 
cycles per 20 ft./sec. 4f) ft ./sec. 
second 
No filter 1.41 1.37 ()-250 2.67 4. 89 
250-500 1.50 2.50 
5O()-1500 .75 1. 40 
15O()-3ooo 
----.--.---- . 83 
>3000 -------- -- - - .70 
U. s. iOVERHMENT PRINTING OFFIC E: IU, 
( 
--
_-4-----
" "- "-
..... 
....... 
Z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear to axis) 
Designation Sym- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-bol symbol Designation bol direction tion bol nentabng Angular 
LongitudinaL __ X LateraL _______ Y NormaL _______ Z 
, 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1 = qbS 0 111 = qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
X 
Y 
Z 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing _____ 
N 
0.= qbS 
(yawing) 
L 
M 
N 
axis) 
Y->Z RolL ____ q, u p 
Z---+X Pitch ____ 8 II q 
X---+Y yaw _____ 
'" 
18 r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), D. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V" 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT=-fD~ pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= 9D5 pn 
P, 
0., 
'1'/, 
n, 
<I>, 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~D5 pn 
Speed-power coefficient = -V ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2:) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. = 0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
I m=3.2808 ft. 
